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^=^ a	 TG-2 CENTAt1R MISSION t^I3JECTlVES	 310ct75
PRIMARY —INJECT TE-M-364-4/HELIOS STAGE.
SECONDARY —PERFORM POST-HELIOS CENTAUR EXTENDED FLIGHT PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT
AND PROPULSION ExPER^NIENTS.
a DEMONSTRATE CENTAUR CAPABILITY TO PERFORM OPERATIONAL 2-BURN MISSION KITH
EXTENDED ZERO-G PARKING OR^T COAST.
^ OBTAIN DATA TO EVALUATE:
a CENTAUR CAPABILITY T[) ACCOMPLISH AN OPERATIONAL 3-BURN SYNC.
ORBIT MISSION.
^ PROPELLANT BEHAVIOR DURING ZEROwG COAST OPERATIONS AND SETTLING
REGIMES.




^`^	 ^ COMPONENT THERMAL HISTORIES AND THERMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES.
4^
^^	 . REACTION CONTROL THRUST SYSTEM PROPELLANT SETTLING AND VEHICLE
CONTROL PERFORMANCE (AND H2O2 CONSUMPTION),
^^	 . PROPULSION RESTART 5EQUENCES.
^i^
__	






31 Oct 75TC-2 POST H^L i0S PXPERIMENT
.^..^
BOOST PUMP EXPERIMENT
(25 SEC) MEC04 +28U SEC
SUN
HELIOS S/C







4S ON AT MEC04 +506 SEC
BURN 3 (1f SECONDS)
TERMINAL ORBIT (CENTAUR.)
APOGEE ALT. = 85, 597 N.MI.






a T C- 2 POST - H E L I O S E^ P E R I M E N T "" 	 GENrc&ZWi,. f]YNAFJI1CaCvmair Division
SUNIIVAARY OF SEQUENCESISIGNIFICANT EVENTS 	 s^o^t7^
EVENT TIME (SEC)
COAST 2
1.0 HR. ZERO-G TE-M-364-4/CENTAUR SEP'N AND CENTAUR
(MECO2 RESIDUALS RETROTHRUST GHe BLOWDOWN MECO2 + 72
= 5185 LB) START ORIENT TO -R VECTOR + 116
CCVAPS VENT CONTROL ON + 300
SELECT HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA + 33.3 MIN
BURN 3 2-S ON (START SETTLING) MESS - 420
11 SECS FIXED 4-S ON - 120
(MECO3 RESIDUALS CCVAPS FRESS t N ON -	 43
= 4399 LB) BOOS x' PUMP START -	 28
PRE -START -	 17
MES3 0
COAST 3 P&Y H2O2 ENGINE WARMING FIRaVG MECO3 + 120 SEC
3 HRS. ZERQ-G INITIATE THERMAL ROLL MECO3 + 28, 56, 84, 112,140,
& 16 8 M1N
S-H2O2 ENG. WARMING FZFLiNG MESS + 50 & 100 MIN
REDUCE ALLOWABLE ATTITUDE ERRORS MECO3 + 120 MIlV
IlVITIATE PROGRAMMED VENT MECO3 + 143 MIN
BURN 4 2-S ON (START SETTLING) MES4 - 420
48 SEC t S 4-S ON - 120
WEIGHT CUT-0FF CCVAPS PRESS`N ON -	 43
(MEC04 RESIDUALS BPS --	 28








(MECO : TO UN-
LOCK VENT
VALVES)
T C- 2 POST - H E L l O S E X P E i^ i M E N T ^	 G@NERAL DYNAMICSComrair Uivisinrr
SUMMARY OF SEQUENCESlSIGNiFiCANT EVENTS	 3^Oct75
EVENT TIME {SEC)
CCVAPS PRESS'N ON MECO4+ 10
CCVAPS PRESS'N OFF 1.10
4-S ENG'S ON 200 BOOST
BOOST PUMP START 280 PUMP
PRESTART VALVES OPEN 300 EXPERIMENT
BOAST PUMPS OFF 305
^,^K
^-S ENG'S OFF 306 BLOWDOWN
PRESTAR,T VALVES CLOSED g^ EXPER'T
----^-4-S ENG'S ON 50fi H2O2 DEPLETION
4-S ENG'S OFF 1606 EXPERT
UNLOCK VENT VALVES 1610
GENERAL ^YNAMfCS
— - Convrir Division







COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL
MAI1V ENGINE SYST E M
H^0 2 CONSUMPTION
BOOST PUMP POST—MECO PERFORMANCE
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L !QUID-VAPOR SEN54R LOCATIONS	 310ct?5
NOTES: ^ 1y
L-V SENSOR MO4.lI3TED PARALLEL TO
LONGITUDINAL AXIS, ALL OTl-^R
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o	 PAYLOAD SEPARATION OCCURRED AT MECO2 x'72 SEC FOLLOWING RETRO-BLOWDOWN. RE-
ORIENTATION Or THE CENTAUR WAS INITIATED AT MECO2 x-116 SEC. A ONE-HOUR NEAR
ZERO-G COAST FOLLOWED.
^	 ^	 ANALYSIS INDICATES THAT BETWEEN 15`o AND 30"lo OF THE L02 IN THE THRUST BARREL,,
..,	 DRAINED OUT DURING THE RETRO--BLOWDC3WN MANEUVER.
,_.
- r AFTER THE RETRO-BLOWDOWN MANEUVER, THE L02 FORCED FORWARD WOULD BEGIlV TO
REORIENT TN ORDER TO MINIMIZE LIQUID PRESSURE. LIQUID PRESSURE AT THE NEAR
ZERO-G LEVEL IS SURFACE TENSION DOMINATED.
^ THE STEADY STATE L02 ORIENTATION WHICH WOULD EVENTUALLY BE REACHED IS SHOWN.
THIS CONFIGURATION ASSUMES MTNIIVIUM DRAINING OF THE THRUST BARREL.
'.






TC-2 2ND COAST STEADY STATE


























^ •TOTAL L02 WEIGHT = 4028 LB ^.^-
	
• 120E LB L02IN THRUST 	 --










^	 SUR 1: ACE
LOS
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n	 1 t]	 2{1	 30	 40	 50	 GO
WALL WETTED
STANDPIPE	 TO STA. 375.8(2270.7)





CENTAUR SECOND COAST LH2 TANK=
	 3zo^^7s
® IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING MECO2, FORWARD MOVEMENT OF LH2 WAS INDICATED BY PRO-
GRESSIVE WETTING OF L-V SENSORS AS TABULATED BELOW:
_	 TIME WETTED
:.
SENSOR STA.	 REFERENCED TO MECO2
CM248X	 2393	 10 SECONDS
CM247X	 2393	 18 SECONDS
CM319X	 2410	 37 5ECONDS
`	 CM241X	 2485	 fit SECONDS
®	 DURING THIS COAST, CM241X WAS WET 90`o OF THE TIME WHILE CM242X WAS CON"'INUOUSLY
DRY INDICATING THAT, ALTHOUGH A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT O r LH2 WAS FORC:I^D FOR-
' r.. ^
	 WARD, THE MAJORITY REMAINED AFT.
o THE L-V SENSORS JUST BELOW THE FORWARD SLOSH BAFFLE (CM247/$X} SHOWED WET
THROUGHOUT THE ZERO-G PORTION OF THE COAST. THIS IS EXPLAINED BY CONSIDER-
ING THE SLOSH BAFFLE MICROSCOPICALLY (T. E . , ROUNDED EDGES WHICH SATISFY
A ZERO CONTACT ANGLE WITH LARGER QUANTITIES OF LH2) . THE MAXIMUM QUAN-
TITY WHICH CAN BE CONTAINED AT THE SLOSH BAFFLE IS 39.4 FT 3 . THE QUAN'T'ITY
REQUIRED TO JUST WET CM247/SX IS 37.2 FT3.
I ^#	 ®	 THE L-V SENSORS JUST ABOVE THE AFT SLOSH BAFFLE (CM251/2X} INDICATED WET 75"l0
^ ^ ^ OF THE TIME WHILE THOSE MOUNTED ON THE SLOSH BAFFLE (CM253/4X) WERE WET
25 `.^o OF THE TIME. THIS BEHAVIOR IS BELIEVED TO BE CAUSED BY DISTURBANCE OF





















TC_-2 LHZ TANK STEADY STATE PROPELLANT BEHAVIOR ^eNiRALDYNAMfGSCorrrair Division
tSECOND COAST)	 3z oct75lsa
2490-















1. ^9-^ FT 3 AI'T
235U- `300




340	 SLOSIi230-	 r,,., BAFi^ LI;
	
CD'I253/4:^
LH^ (`I'C'I')	 ^ CM25^i/GX
	
2290- :iEiO	 ^	 -
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FOLLOWING MECO3, VEHICLE ACCELERATION DROPS IMMEDIATELY TO X10'" 8 g RESULTING
IN PROPELLANT REORIENTATION TO MINIMIZE LIQUID PRESSURE.
^ AT MECO3 THE L02 LEVEL TiS SLIGHTLY BELOW THE TOP OF THE THRUST BARREL. A
SPHERICAL GAS BUBBLE WILL BE TRAPPED WITHIlV THE THRUST BARREL AND DRAINING
WILL NOT OCCUR .
DUE TO THE QUANTITY OF L02 AND TANK GEOMETRY THERE ARE TWO POSSIBLE STEADY
STATE CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE L02 OUTSIDE THE THRUST BARREL.
e FIRST, THE CONFIGURATION CAN BE COMPRISED OF A FILLET BETWEEN THE
OUTSIDE SURFACE OF THE THRUST BARREL AND THE TANK WALL WITH THE
REMAINDER ORIENTED AT THE SIDE OF THE TANK. THLS CONFIGURATION,
TOGETHER WITH THE SECOND, AND MOST PROBABLE ORIENTATION,
IS DEPICTED.
a THE SECOND CONFIGURATION IS .TUDGED MOST PROBABLE SIlVCE IT WOULD
HAVE TO BE PASSED THROUGH TO ACHIEVE THE FILLET/SIDE ORIENTED
CONFIGURATION< THIS, OF COURSE, MUST HAPPEN IF THE RIM OF THE
THRUST BARREL IS A PERFECTLY SHARP EDGE IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE A
ZERO CONTACT ANGLE. FROM A MICROSCOPIC STANDPOINT, HOWEVER,
THE THRUST BARREL RIM CANNOT BE PERFECTLY SHARP AND A ZERO
CONTACT ANGLE CAN BE ACHIEVED AS DEPICTED IN THE INERT.
4".E
TG-2 3RD OAST STEADY ATE





- ^' CONFIGURATION NO. 1 CONFIGURATION NO. 2













r 390 {2274.1) 390,
L	 ^
^ TOTAL L02 WEIGHT w 3372 LB









	w420	 _ STA. 404.0
^--.	 ^ 2230 -	 BUBBLER	 (2249.5)
BUBBLER	 RING	 __
^-^.	 430	 THRUST	 RING	 Opp	 THRUST	 LO
...
^;	 2220- BARREL	 BARREL	
2
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I
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^<x DISTANCE FROM VEHICLE CENTERLINE, IN. II--J DISTANCE rRONI VEHICLE CENTERLINE, IN.
}	 22G0-	 aTOTAL L0 2 WEIGHT = 3372 LB .














CENTAUR TH 1 RD OAST (LH^ TANK)
	 ^3^oct75
^ OF SIGNIFICANCE IN THE LH2 TANK WAS THE DRY INDICATION OF THE FORWARDMOST L- V
SEi*T50R {CM241X} BETWEEN MECO3 AND THE FIRST "S" ENGINE WARMING (^ 5^ MIN. )




FOLLOWING THE FIRST "S" ENGINE WARMIIVG HOWEVER, C1VI241X SHOWED WETTING. FUP.-
THEF WETTINGS WERE NOTED FALLOWING SUBSEQUENT "S" ENGINE WARMING/THERMAL
ROLL ACTIVI'T`IES. UNEXPLAINED IS THE REWETTING OF THIS SENSOR IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOI^IIING THE PLANNED VENT. APPAREI^?TLY SOME LH2 REMAINED TN THE VICINI'T'Y
OF THE FORWARD DOOR THROUGH THE SETTLING/PLANNED VENT EVENTS.
^ AS DURIlVG THE SECOND COAST THE L-V SENSORS JUST BELOW THE FORWARD SLOSH
BAFFLE (CM247,^$X) INDICATED PREDOMINATELY WET AGAIN IMPLYING APPROXI-
MATELY 37--39 FT 3
 OF LH 2 ATTACHED AT THE SLOSH BAFFLE.
®	 THE L-V SENSORS JUST ABOVE THE AFT SLOSH BAFFLE (CM251/2X) INDICATED WET 50 a
OF THE TIME WHILE THOSE MOUNTED ON THE SLOSH BAFFLE (CM253/4X) WERE WET 12^Io
OF THE TIME. THIS BEHAVIOR IS BELIEVED TO BE CAUSED BY DISTURBANCE OF THE AFT
POSITIONED LH2 ABOUT A STEADY STATE CONFIGURATION AS SHOWN.
i4 --	 ._ _._.__	
_ . _. __.__.^.^..u.^ .._..^.^^,._..__^.
I"I-10
r.-a„.
^1 TC-2 LH2 TANK STEADY STATE PR©PELLANT SEHAV[ aR 	 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^CwwaTr Aivislon
























U 1. 174 FT 3 AFT
2. 37 FT 3 AT FWD SLOSH BAFFLE
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S U ^ ^ a R ^	 3I Dct 75
L02 TANK
^ LOS TANK INTERNAL CONFIGURATION IS SUCH THAT LIQUID DISTRIBU'T'ION FAVORED COL-
LECTION ABOUT THE THRUST BARREL AND THE TANK MIDSECTION.
^ LIQUID DISTRIBUTION ENHANCED PROPELLANT COLLECTION.
^ THERE t1VAS NO QUENCH PRESSURE INCREASE DURING PROPELLANT SETTLING BECAUSE
THE AFT BULKHEAD REMAINED WETTED DURING COAST.
^ I'T IS BELIEVED THAT VEHICLE DLSTURBANCES {S-MOTOR WARMING FIRINGS, THERMAL
MANEUVERS, ETC ,) HAD LITTLE INFLUENCE ON THE LOS DISTRIBUTION.
® HELIUM BUBBLER PURGE PROBABLY FLOWED THROUGH A THIN FILM OF LOS FOR BOTH
ZERO-G COASTS.
^ THE STANDPIPE AND PRESSURE SENSE LINE PURGE E^:ITS WERE IMMERSED IN L02 FOR
THE ONE HOUR COAST, AND WERE CLEAR OF LOS DURING THE THREE HOUR COAST .
LH2 TANK
® LH^ TANK INTERNAL CONFIGURATION IS SUCH THAT LIQUID DISTRIBUTION FAVORED COL-
LECTION ABOUT THE INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD.
® LIQUID DISTRIBUTION ENHANCED PROPELLANT COLLECTION. 	 '^`
^ THERE WAS NO QUENCH PRESSURE INCREASE DURING PROPELLANT SETTLING BECAUSE
THE INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD AND FORWARD BULKHEAD REMAINED WETTED
DURING COAST .
® VEHICLE DISTURBANCES {S-MOTOR WARMING FIRINGS, THERMAL MANEUVERS, ETC.) HAD
	 ^ y^







^ NO PROBLEMS ARE AN'T'ICIPATED IN COLLECTING PROPELLANTS FOLLO'UiTING THE 5 1/4-
HOUR ZERO-G COAST ,
® PROPELLANT TANK VENTING PRIOR TO MESS WILL BE GREATER IN MAGNITUDE THAN
EK^^ERIENCED DURING PREPROGRAMMED VENT. NO PROBLEMS ARE ANTICIPATED
IN MAINTAINIIVG PROPELLANT CONTROL DURING VENTING.
0 THE 30-MINUTE AND 20-MINUTE ZERO-G COAST PERIODS T'OLLOWII^FG MECO3 AND MEC04,
RESPECTIVELY, SHOULD HAVE THE L02 AND LH 2 COLLECTED AFT PRIOR TO
PROPELLANT SETTLING.
^ L02 AND LH 2
 SHOULD REMAIN COLLECTED AFT DURING THE 2-HOUR ZERO-G COAST






^.	 31 Oct 75
--	 TC-2 POST HE^.IOS EXPERIMENT DAT,^ REVIEW
-.
^'i I INTRODUCTION HUBER
.I ^:
..;
II PROPELLANT BEHAVIOR MERINO
III HELIUM USAGE MERINO
z: i
IV PROPELLANT' TANK YRESSUI^IZATION MERINOF	 ,





VI COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL CHRLSTENSEN
°' VII MAIN ENGINE SYSTEM HUBER
^,...,
f	
'	 ,f° VIII H2O2 CONSUMPTION HUBER
^y
IX 800ST PUMP POST-MECO PERFORMANCE HUBER/MERINO















































	t^	 • L02 TANIL BUBBLER
	
-- .	 ^' ^'	 576.6 SCCAT { NIf^P.SURED) 	 USAGE fi0 MECO ^ = 0.057b LB .
f
(^^i ^	 ® L42 7.'ANK S'T'AND PZ PE
^	 17'73.7 SCCM {MEASURED) 	 USAGE TO MECO ^+ = 0.1800 LB.
^'
^	 • L02 TANIt F'REaS. SENSE LINE
x+25.7 SCCM (P^IEASURED }
• H2O2 SYaTEM PURGE






USAGE TO MECO ^+ w 0.0 32 LB.
USAGE TO MECO ^ = 0.175 LB.
USAGE TO MECO ^ = 0.352 LB.













0.40230 LB HELIUM/LB H2O2 EXPELLED
a 182.G LB. H202 CQNSUNEiO TO I^7FCO2
e ^i30.9 LB. H202 CONSUMED TO MECO^+
• 0. x+20 LB. HELIUM REQUIRED FOR H202 EXPULSION TO MECO2
e 0 .761. LB , HELIUM REQUIRED I'OR H2O? EXPULSION TO MECO^+
AGCUPrIULATED HELIUM USAGES
e IIELiUM TOTAL TO MECO2 + 72 SECONDS = 0.71$ LB.
( CENTAUR RETRO i S EF E ^ OTED VIA BI,OWDOWN OP SMALL HELIUM BOTTLE )







o	 USAGES OBTAINED FROM HELIUM BOTTLE BLOWDOWN MODEL
•	 SOLENOID VALVE ON-TIMES ACCURATELY KNOiiN
o ACCURACY OF BOTTLE BLOi^TDOWN VERIFIED BY PRE-MESS AND PRE-MESS
PRESSURIZATION SIMULATIONS
PRE-MESS T'fiT'aSSURI2^ATI0N
•	 INITIAL CONDITIONS:	 P = 2639 PSIA,	 T = 505^R
H2 ORIFICE DIA. = 0.0995 INCITES
02 ORIFICE DIA. = 0.065 INCHES
•	 LI-I2 TANK VALVE TOTAL ON-TIME = 18.28 SECONDS
a	 L02 TAI+TK VALVE TOTAL ON-TIME = 18.06 SECOT3DS
®	 FIGURE SHOWS GOOD MATCH BETWEEN PREDICTIONS AND CF2P.
e	 PRESSURE I^IATCH WAS OBTAINED WITH NOMINAL ORII'ICE DISCHARGE
COEFFICIENTS OF 0.$1.
•	 NO ATTEMPT MADE TO i^1ATCH BOTTLE 'I'EMPERATJRE (CF^T) DUE TO























TC^2 H^L I UM BOTTLE PRESSURES
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•	 INITIAL COIV^ITIONS:	 P = 127 PSIA, T = 1+77^R	
.____
I-I2	 ORII'ICE DIA. = 0.0995 INCHES
02	 ORIT'IGE DIA.. = 0.0+65 INCISES
• LH2 TANK VALVE TOTAL ON-TIME = 19.02 SECONDS	 ^._
^	 I,02 TANK VALVE TOTAL ON-TIME = X2.76 SECONDS
•	 I'IG^^RE SHOWS GOOD MATCH BETWEEN PREDICTIONS AND CI'2P.
•	 PRESSURE MATCH WAS OBTAINED 4IITH NOP^ffNAL ORIFICE DISCHARGE
COEF`F'ICIENTS OF 0.81..
•	 NO ATTEMPT MADE TO ItiATCH BOTTLE TEMPERATURE (CF IFT } DUE TO
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SUMMl^.RY OF MISSION HELIUM USAGES
a	 TABLE CC'PI'I'AINS HELIUI^1 PRESSURANI' USAGES AND PRE—PLIGHT P^DICTIONS
p	 WTTH EXCEPTION OP FIPtST AND SECOND LO2 TANK P'I'iESSURT%ATIOPtS, USAGES WERE WITHTN
PREDICTION BAND.
o	 HELIUM USAGES IROIyt LII'^`OFF TO CIa IVTAUR RETRO ARE
PURGES + MATN ENGINE -^ H2O2 EXPULSION 	 = 0.718 LB
P'IOPELLANT TANK PRESSURI[^ATION	 = 1.718 LB
2 . x+36 LB
BOTTLE cOND^T^oNS sxow 1.5. 0o LB - 12.63 LB = 2.37 LB
m	 HEi.,IUM EXPELLED DURING CENTAUR RETRO = IF.7g LB (P=276+ PSIA, T = 530^R}
^	 RECTUM USAGES PROM CENTAUR RETRO TO MEC04 ARE:
PURGES +MAIN ENGINE -^ H2O2 EXPULSION	 = 1.300 LB
P'ROP'ELLANT TP1VK PRESSURIZATION	 = ^ • 339 LB
5.638 LE.















USAGE	 LB. PRESSURANT USAGE	 LD.
TIME PROM LI3^ Lot LH2 L02
PSIA °R LB.EVENT T=O, SE4. TANK TANK TANK TANK
T-D o 353 539 15.00
NITTATE PRE-MES1 PRESS'N 437 3+37 5.^7 14.99
a. 557 0.1^i6 0.581±.106 0. 129+. 02^.
S1 483.2 3152 Idol VALID -
co1 584.0 3183 526 14.23
NTTIATE PRE-MES2 FRESS t N 1859.8 3101 520 13.$4
0.834 0. 161 0.81 ^- .08 o.ogl ^^ .o28
S2 1897.8 NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
cot 224 .3 2749 509 12.63
NITIATE PRE-MES2 PRESS'Id 5730.0 2639 505 7.60 2.105 0. 571 2.40y-*.254 0.656+.208
^s3 5773.0 1247 NoT vALID --
^co3 5784. a 1341 416 x.85
NIT.iATE PRE-MES4 PRESS'N 16541.5 1247 477 3.97
1.og6 0.567 0.g12+.162 0.476+.082
^s4 16584.5 528 NoT vALrD --
^co4 16632.3 637 438 2.25
(1J TEMPERATURE ANI} PRESSURE AftE FOR LARGE IiELIUM BOTTLE. THE TABULATED MASS REFLECTS DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE




APPLiCAT^ON TO TC-5 ^1SS^ON
	
310ct`T5
^ TC-2 DEMONSTRATED THAT FLIGHT HELIUM USAGES AND HELIUM BOTTLE
BLOWDOWN PRESSURES DURING PROPELLANT TANK PRE55URIZATIONS
CAN BE ACCURATELY SIMULATED WITH EXISTING COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
^ HELIUM MONITOR DEVELOPMENT FOR TC--5 MISSION WAS DUE TO:
w THE NEED TQ GUARANTEE 500 PSIA MINIMUM HELIUM BOTTLE
PRESSURE THROUGH MESfi, AND THIS CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED
WITH ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF HELIUM PRESSURANT USAGES,
s THE KNOWLEDGE THAT NORMALIZED CURVES OF HELIUM MASS
FLOW AND HELIUM BOTTLE PRESSURE ARE APPLICABLE FOR A
WIDE RANGE OF MISSION CONDITIONS,
s THE KNOWLEDGE THAT ACCURATE SOLENOID VALVE ON-TIMES
COUPLED WITH CURVE FITS OF NORMALIZED CURVES WILL
ALLOW HELIUM CONSUMP'T'ION TO BE MONITORED THROUGHOUT
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i TNTIZOI)UCTION HUBER	 --
^^




II^ HELIUM USAGE MERINO
.	 ^..., IV PROPELI.AN'C TANK PRESS[:RILATION MERINO
L
i.,




VI COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL CHRISTENSEN
^ ^°' VII MAIN ENGINE 5YSTEM HUBER
,...,
,i
i.-.; VIII H2O2 CONSUMPTION HUBER
^^ IX BOOST PUMP PC]ST-MECO PERFORMANCE HUBER/MERINO
^,^












m	 L02 TANK PRESSURIZATION AND PREFLIGHT PREDICTIONS
^	 LH^ TANK PRESSURIZATION AND PREFLIGHT PREDICTIDNS
^ L02 SUMP CONDITIONS FOR MAIN ENGINE START







L YT ^ `^
^,.
_.
._.. _.._.._.._^._u._._ ^ - ..___._^.. _ ._.^ .._





CQMPUTER C4NTROLL^D VENT AND





VALVES "I	 ^^------------ ^..-----._..._.....^
---- ^
I------^
OMPUTE SEQUENCEPRESSURE SENSORS UNIT
— 
_ _ ^- -^- _ —
CONTROL
1 — — — inetll t^rnT
Z — — — (SCU)
LHZ TAMC ^ i	
- RIDUNDANT LOZ i I I	 ;
- - -
	 J I 






--._^ ....J ;I ^1
I	 I	 I	 I






STORAGE	 STOR	 I I I II
- - - - -^ I I
I.QZ TANK I ; - - - - I	 I	 I




— ^ .._. ^	
— ---
Id—
LOZ VENT VALVE NO_ I RIDUNDANT LHZ
!
- - - - 
-J I
LOZ TANK PRESSURIZATION 1
I
I
LHZ TANK PRESSURIZATION K0^2 REDUNDAI^IT LHZ





PRE-NIES1 L02 TANK PRESSURIZATION
^ PRE-FLIGHT PREDICTIONS BASED TJPON TC-1 FLIGHT DATA
^ F'f2ESSURI; RISE RATES, DECAY RATES, AND RECYCLES WERE THE SAME AS ROR
TC-1, TC- 3 AND TC-4 FLIGHTS.







^	 INxTIAL PRESSURE =	 32.1.5 PS1A
^	 CLOSING PRESSUFIE =	 3g .12 PSIA (F SASE ^+}
=	 39 . 91 PSI11 (PHASE 5 )
®	 RE- o^^N CYCI^ s -	 38. g2 PszA (PHASE ^ )




3^ Oct ?5LOZ TANK ^ES1 PR^SSUR[ZATlON
440	 450	 460	 470	 480	 490	 500






























• PRE--FLIGHT PREDICTIONS BASED UPON B2 TEST DATA
f	 ;_ ;	 ^ o
^^
'; + IlVITIP^, PRESSURE	 -	 32.61 PSTAO ^
. ;	 ^ ^ o CLOSING PRESSURE	 =	 36 . L1 PSIA
l' .^	 ^ ^ • RE--OPEN CYCLES	 -	 35.91 PSIA
^ • FRES SURE RISE I^1'^^ S LESS THAN MINiMUI+4 PREDICTED . 	 D IIi`k'ERENCE MAY BE DUE TO GREATER
^'	 ^^ L02 EVAPORATION IN ONE-G {B2 TESTS) THAN TN LOW-G.
...
^ • PIO I^dFORAIAI'IOId OI^I Yom-CYCLES DUE TO LOSS OF TELEMETRY.
I • A 0 . 33 PSID Pf^SSURE INCREA5I1 OCCURRED I'OLLOWING RAMP PRESSURIZATION.
• I't IS BELIDtilED T1^IAT ^'RESSIJRE INCREASE IS DI3E TO L02 EVAPORATION ^PT'TO_
!^ HELIUI^I BUBBLES THAT RESIDE BENEATIi LIQUID SURFACE.



















1	 , ,	 i_^_^ . 1 .	
-	
-
I'	 !	 __.^.__._ r ^	 ^	 I
f	 ; - -^ ---^





^ 1	 _ ^^ ^
.!^	 :.^	 ^	
is ,	
.^—;--	 -	 _..{---^ -^	 ^	 ^	 hj





!	 ^	 ^ -^	 i^	 €
^^	 ^ - - ^ ;- PRE--PLIGHT PREDICTION -
^	 ;
{	 .^__ - .	 T.	 ^	 _..
i	 ^ ----*—.^—ZONES WHERE NO DATA IS ;
p	 E^	 _. '_ _--^	 --;AVAILABLE--- ---^ _.._.^.^ 	 _
^.
^	 ..^	 ^	 :.
5	 -.	 ..__	 _._....-----._
p^	 ^-	 --	 -
BPS ^	 PRESTART
L02 TANK N{ES2 PRESSlJR^ZATlON
C:L;VAY^ LV2 'iAiVk^ Yttr:^;,Utc^
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PRE--Mir S3 L02 TANK PRESSURIZATION
• PRE-FLIGHT PREDICTIONS BASED UPON THEORETICAL MODEL OF HELIUM JET FLOW BENEATH
LIQUID SURFACE
• INITIAL PRESSURE = 2g.8g PSIA
• CLOSING PRESSUr^E = 33.39 PSIA
• RE^aPEN CYCLES	 -- 33 • ^.9 PSIA
• PRESSURE RISE RATES GREATER THAN MAXIMUM PREDICTED.
• HAVE i^EOT aBTAINED GOOD i-iELNM USAGE AND PRESSURE RISE MATCH WITH MODEL.
• DTSCREFANCY OF 2^°^^ BETWEEN ACTUAL AND PREDIC'T'ED HELIUM USAGE MAY BE DUE TO
SUBSTANTIAL CHILLING OF LIQUID ABOVE BUBBLER RESULTING FROM T,a2 EVAPORATION
INTO HELIUM.
• THERE IS NO PRESSURE INCREASE FOLLOWING TERA^NATI4N OF HELILiM FLOW BECAUSE
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PRE-MESS+ L02 TANK PRESSURIZATION
•	 PRE-FLIGHT PREDICTIONS BASED UPON THEORETICAL MODEL OI' HELIUhI JET FLOW BENEATH
LIQUID SURFACE	 ^-- -
•	 INITIAL PRESSURE = 32.50 PSIA.
•	 CLOSING PRESSURE = 36.00 PSIA
•	 RE-aP1;N CYCr^s	 = 35.8D PSIA
•	 PRE°aURE RISE RATES GREATER THAN MAXIMUM PREDICTED
•	 POST FLIGHT SIhNLA.TIONS HAVE NOT RESULTED IN GOOD MATCH WITH HELIUM USAGI^ AND
PRESSURE RISE RATE
•	 DISCREPANCY OF 2^F^o BETWEEN ACTUAL AND PREDICTED USAGE MAY BE DUE TO SUBSTANTIAL
CHILLING OF LIQUID ABOVE BUBBLER RESULTING FROM LO2 EVAPORATION INTO HELIUM
s	 THERE IS NO PRESSURE INCREASE FOLLOWING TERMINATION OF RECTUM FLOW BECAUST; THERE
















TIME FROM 1!lIE84 (SECONDS
IV-12
:r'u




































FRE-MCSl LH2 TANK PRESSURIZATIOP3
^ PRE-FLIGHT PREDTCTTONS BASED UPON TC»1 FLIGHT DATA
® PRESSURE RISE RATES, DECAY RATES, Ai^iD RECYCLES ^ ^ THE SAME AS FOR TC-1,
TC-3 AND TC»^ FLIC^ITS
• HELIUM USAGES WERE THE SAME AS FOR TC-1, TC -3 AND TC-^ FLIGHTS
^ INTTL^L PRESSURE = 19.92 PSIf^
^ CLOSING PRESSURE - 25.92 3'STA (PHASES ^ AND 5}
^ REOPEN CYCLES	 = 25.72 PS3'A (PHASES ^ AND 5 }




















































PRE-MES2 ITI2 TANK PRESSURIZATION
• PRE-FLIGHT PREDICTIONS BASED UPON B2 TEST DATA
• INZT7AL PRESSURE	 =	 20.13 PSiA
s CLOSING PRESSURE	 =	 23.53 PSIA
,o ^ s RE-OPEN CYCLES	 ^	 23.33 PSIA
^^
^ ^ • PRESSURE RISE RATES LESS THAN NIINIMi3Iui PREDICTED. 	 ENERGY DISSTPATOR DIREC'T`ED HELIUM
^ ^' AT ITi2 SURFACE FOR B2 TESTS. 	 THE TC-2 ENERGY DTSSIPATOR DIl^ECTED HELIUM RADIALLY
^ +jy OUTWARD AT THE FORWARD BULKHEAD .	 HEAT TRANS + +	 TO FORWARD B1rLi4iE_A^ COULD HAVE BEEN
^^
^ RESPONSIBLE FOR REDUCED TC-2 PRESSURE RISE RATE. 	 THERE WAS NO CORRESPONDING HEAT
^ LOSS TO FORWARD BULKHEAD DURING B2 TESTS.
• NO INFORMATION OPF RE-CYCLES Di.3E TO LOSS OF TELEMETRY
• TELEMETRY LOSS DID NOT REVF:AF, A PRESSURE INCRE.45E FOLLOWING BOOST PUMP START.
NOTE: TC-3 AND TC-^ FZIGHTS INDICATED ^ 0.2 PSID INCREASE. IT IS BELIEVED
THAT THE IPICRFASE WAS DUE TO VAPOR FLOW INTO THE TANK THROUGH THE RE-
CIRCULATION LINE DURING CHILLDOWN OF THE PROPELLANT DUCTING.
® TC-3 DATA SUGGESTS THAT TWO RECYCLES MAY HAVE OCC^JRRED PRIOR TO MES2.
TV-15
L!



















4	 f^	 • 	 ^	 `*	 j^,` ^ ^^ r,` 1 - ^ ``	 rte,`
^^^ -(23.33)--- -	 =^--^'---_	 --=^___'^_
	
-- ^- - ^
	
REOPENING = TM - i	 ^ ---	 ^ - -^ - --- --	 -,	 ;-i
	
PRESS	 i	 ^	 ^	 ^ ' '	 i
^	 fF	 _	 _.. __	 .. -- ^-----i. - ^-- -	 ^	 - . _L ... __ .__	 _^,
.-, •	 .^.	 ^
l	 -
^	 -^- -	 i..._._.__.	 1. -^-^---^	 --^ ---^ -	 -I	 ^	 ----.	 ..-
..	 i	 }_
I--^	 I-	 ^	 - -_-	 .-	 -_^_-. -t... _^_.. I . ..	 !_ _	 -
: _ N	 ^	 i - -^-'- PRE-FLIGHT PREDICTION
^.
^	 ^	 ---^----^ ESTIMATED DATA--_ ,
}	 ^	 - ^	 NOTE: DATA POINTS SHOWN WERE
r	 ^	 i DERIVED FROM DCU OCTAL1	 - ._	 DUMP.
r	 '
f._-	 _.	 ._	 -^	 -
(2Q.1.3)	 BPS	 ^ PRESTART	 ^
20.0	 ^




















TC^3 LH^ TANK NlES2 PRESSURIZATION	 3^o^t7^
CCVAPS LH2 TANK PRESSURE
23.5	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^`}^ I
E






	PRESSURE AT START]	 I	 ^	 I	 ! ^ ^
	















PRE-NIES3 LH2 TANK PRESSURIZATION
s	 PRE-FLIGHT i^t^EDICTIONS BASED UPON TANK TIiERMODYNANiIC MODEL {^'ROGRAM P.3995H)
s	 IIVITTAL PRESSURE - X5.93 PSI^I
^ CLOSING PRE SSURE = 19.33 PSL4
a	 RE-OPEN CYCLES	 = ^9.Z3 PSLA.
• GOOD AGREEMENT EXISTS BETWEEN PREDICTED AND ACTUAL RAMP PRESSURE INCREASE.
0 FOLLOWxP1G BOOST PlTI^1P START A 0.12 PSID PRESSURE INCREASE OCCURRED. THE
INCREA^ IS BELIEVED TO BE CAUSED BY VAPOR FLOW INTO THE TANK THROUGH THE
RECTftCI' _ATION LIPTE DURING CHILLDOWN OF '1'f-iE PROPELLANT DUCTING.














LH Z TANK MES3 PRESSOR IZATfON

























I	 ^,_^	 i^l	 ^
-iJ/i^l	 I I1	 I	 [	 1
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PRE-MT;S^+ LH2 TAPIIC PRESSURIZATION
:-^
®	 P{iE..FLIGHT PREDICTIONS BASED UPON TATdK TITERMODYNAMIC MODEL (PROGRAM P3995N )
.-.	 ^	 xNITIAL PRESSURE = 21.01 PSIA
r..
^	 ^	 CLOSING PRESSURE – 23.91 PSIA
^	 s	 RE..OFEN CYCLE	 = 23.77- PSTA
i
t .^	 ^	 PRESSURE RISE SLIGHTLY GRF,ATER TITAN MAXIMUM PREDICTED.
^. —
[	 s	 FOLLOWING BOOST PITf^LF' :,TART A 0.08 PSZD PRESSURE ITdCREASE OCCURRED. T]-lE INCREASE
^^ ^	 IS BELIEVED TO BE CAIIt^^D BY VAPOR FLOW INTO THE TANK THROUGH THE RECIRCULATIONii
LINE DURING CI-iILLDOWN OI` TTTE PROPELLANT DUCTING.
^	 PRESSURIZATION WAS TERTVffTtATTiT} BX TIME {19 SECOND FLOW DURATION).
f. LH^ TANK MES4 PRESSOR 1 ZAT10N
i
^T:



























{^	 I	 I	 I	 II^f	 ^^
I	 I	
—-	 r -,	 ^	 ---- ^ --
t	 I^ 	 I_I	 I	 ^	 i_- ^— i —	 I	 I ^	 I
I	 I
i	 I	 i	 _-	 I	 I--	 !	 ^	 ^	 I	 ^	 I
^	 iii	 L1




I	 !	 ' r ^'	 ^	 f
I	 i	 ^	 I	 _^ _;^1	 i	 ^__^__'
i	 !	 _I	 _	 ,	 ILj_; I,^; ^ i ^	 _	 f
i	 ^^	 ,^^;:
I	 I !	 I	 I	 ^!_i	 I TI ^^^^_ i^ I	 l!^	 ^^^,^^^^^•^^•^^
XW }_
1 ^!	 ^	 _
^^^'^	 PRE	 LIG^I	 PREDICTIONL
i
^^,_^	 _^	 I_^_I	 I
^	 i^	 I	 I	 I^
;^	 i	 it	 I	 I	 r1	 r	 1I	 I	 r	 I
I	 !	I —	 _{	 _
BPS	 PRESTART
45	 -40	 -35	 -30
	 -25	 -20	 -I5	 -ld	 --^	 ^►





















,.,_	 lO G\L\F\'ST f1EU INIET
O2 ^7AS ^:ENERA TOR PRESSURE
'	 O GSTALYS7 6Fn RESTER
CA TAI\' ST RF.0
O", TURBINE iN [ET PNE541 RF
O IURAINE P1IE. f lEh)PER,\ 111 RF
O TU RHINE ^\CCF. SS Ft`RT
O8 1v RRINF. FXIL\11\E
i:F..\R i 15F \E.\TF C16 Ch \ \t\T"
fU TIIRAfNE SF..\1. VEN'I^
11 lU RR1NE DYNAMIC Sf.^\1
V SEC VNILI R\' SF..\L LENT
li PRIIL\R\ SEAL VF.N F
Y4 SECUNU.\ RY SEAI
i5 PRI\1.\R5 SEAL
© IN1F.T
1^ u)x- FIn R.:E
19 fNUUCER
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^ a	 G^iVHRAL DYNAiVfIGS
L O^ S U N^ P T E^ P E R A T U R E 5
	
Canvair Rivision




•	 L02 INITIALLY SATURATED AT 31.0 PSIA
,..
•	 NO VAPOR TN SUMP PRIOR TO BPS
4 r
•	 TEMPERATURE INCREASE BEGINS AT BPS + $SECONDS
.	 •	 0. 77^R 'I`EMI'ERATURE INCREASE BY MES1 DUE TO BEARIIVG COOIaANT AND VOLU'T`E FLOWS
PREx^-ME53
•	 LO2 INITIALLY SATURATED AT TANK PRESSURE (29.89 PSIA}
B
	
	 1.56pR TEMPERA`URE RISE PRIOR TO BPS INDICATES ^ 50°fo VAPOR BY VOLUME INITIALLY
IN SUMP
•	 WARM FLUID BEGINS E'LOW OUT OF SUMP AT BPS ^- 1.5 SECONDS
'	 •	 TEt^RATUfZE INCREASE BEGINNING: AT BPS -^ 7 SECONDS TS CAUSED BY VOLUTE AND BEARING
` , .,	 COOLANT PLOWS
•	 'TEMPERATURE DECAY AFIiER N1ES INDIG.	 ;IQUID BULK IS SUBCOOLED BY ^ 1.0 PSID
















•	 L02 INTTIAZT^Y SATURATEI' AT TANK PRESSURE (32.50 PSIA}
.,
0.77 R TEMPERATURE RISE PRIOR TO BPS IIVAICATES ^ 33°fo VAPOR BY VOLUME INITIAZLY
•	 IN SUMP
^^
•	 WARM FLUID BEGINS FLOW OUT OF SUMP AT BPS + 1.5 SECONDS
•	 TEMPERATURE INCREASE BEGINNING AT BPS f 7 SECONDS IS CAUSED BY VOLUTE AMID
BEARING COOLANT FLOWS
•	 TEMPERATURE DECAY AFTER MES INDICATES LIQUID BULK IS SUBCOOLID BY ^ Z.^€ PSID








LO Z SUMP TEMPERATURES
E"OR MAIN ENGINE START
r.^m s n T Mrw Ir Y1 rtirr t-.m
-280. 
V1 uu1 11v •









TIME FROM MES1 {SECONDS









	 BP5 — PRESTART
	 ^ _
283.4
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PRE—MSS LO2 BOOST PUMP NPSP CONDITIONS
^ L02 ITdI'I'IALLY SATURATED AT TAP1K PRESSUf^
® NPSP = 2.7 PSTD AT BPS
^ NPSP = l.^ PSID AT BPS + 3 SECONDS — NffNIMUM NPSP CONAITION
^ NPSP = 3.3 PSTD AT BPS + ^ SECONDS






^ ^ ^'	 ^ NPSP = 3.7 PSTD AT BPS + 7 SECONDS
	
^:.^	 BEYOND THIS TIME VOLU'T`E AT3D BEELRING COOLANT PLOW BEGIN TO WARM L02
NPSP = 3.3 PSTD AT PRE START
	
.	 ® NPSP = 2.} PSTD AT I+1E S3
^ NPSP = 3.8 PSTD AT ME SS + ^ SECONDS
	-^	 COLD LIRUID IS BEING PUNR'ED OVERBOARD.
IV--26
















PRE55 lN	 ^	 BPS J	 ^ PRESTART
-	 --	 -	 -	 ---
9	
^	 ^	 -	 -	 --
45	 -^0
	 --35	 --30	 -25
	 -20





























 --- — —
^--^	 Pi2E—MES4 L02 BGOST PUMP NPSP CONDITIONS
}^
._:
A L02 INITIALLY SATURATED AT TANK PRESSURE
^ NPSP = O.l PSID AT BPS
MINTMUM NPSP CDNDTTTON
® NPSP = 1.5 PSID AT BPS + ^+ SECONDS ^PRESTART)
WARM L02 IS BEING P[3MPED FROM SUMP AND REPLACED BY COOLER LIQUSD
`''	 ^ NPSP = 2 . ^ PSID AT BPS + 7 SECONDS
,,.^	 BEYOND THIS TIME VOLUTE AND BEARING COOLANT FZOW BEC`rINS TO WARM L02
^^	 + NPSP = 2.(i PSI37 AT P^IES^+
:-	 ^ NPSP - 3.5 PSID AT MES lE + 10 SECONDS
-^










', . C J
TiV-28
CJ
^. 0^ BOOST PUNT P N PS P FOR MES4
^ n



























PRESTART, } f^ ^ ^



















































^ ^	 DISCHARGE--^-^	 ^
e VOLUTE	 .^ r^ 1 ^, ^ ^[ ^^
	



















31 Oct 75LH2 SUMP TEMPERATURES
I^fi2 IidT'i IA1,L'f :!ATiJI3A'I'ED A2' 20.7 PSIA
0.09^H TEMPERATURE IPrCRE.4SE INDICATES' :.. 5 o VAPOR BY VOLUME TNZTIALLY IN SITl+^
1.11QR TEMPERATURE IIrCREF1^ BY PRE START DiIE TO BEARING COOLANT r'LOW
TEMPERATURE DECAY AFTER MES INDICATES LIQUID BULK IS SUBCOOLED BY ^, 0.6 PSID
BEL04r IPdITIAL TAfFK PRE SSUTiE
L![2 Ild:l'I'^L'LLI:'r :<ATUI^I`i'ED AT TANK F'RE ;SIJRE (15.93 PSIA}
1.02vR TENIPEFA'i!Jf',E E3IUE I'RIUR 'i0 BPS INDICATES^•: ^+^°^ VAPOR BY VOLUME INITIALLY IN SUMP
4rA_RI'•[ i'L,isID I3EG.CI^I:i F'1,OW U^1'I' UI' :"tJMP BY $PS + I+ SECONDS









































I,II^' 1iIITL0.I,LY .^P.TUI'^ATED AT 'TANK PRIi;SSIJRE (21.01 PSIA}
O.37^I; 'I'EI^1.1'Bllr'1`i'?_IItE fiIUZ YIZIU;, TO BPS IFfDICA^'ES =-^18'fa VAPOR IlY I TOLUP+11; ITdITIALLY IN SUMP
Ur:^^^t., ^^LU^D IlEJIrr:^ r'LOir ^, "i' ^:^?^^ :^Umrr $'f I^^.^ t ^+ ^CONDS
TEI^Ii'ERA'I'UI^I; DI^CA'f AI'!EI; i•^u INDICATES LIQiJID BULK I:^ :^ll'3i COULED BY w 0.^+ PS TD BELOW







Conveiir DivisionLH^ SUMP TEMPERATURES FOR_MA^N ENGINE 5TART 310ct75
-420 
^; Y :iG'1^ Lki2 Yi YU 1VLi' liV L^'i
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START PRF.SS'Iv	 BPS	 PRESTART
50	 -40	 -3U	 -20	 -10	 0	 11




START PR^:SS'N — BPS
	
PRESTART-
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PRE- MES3 I1I2 BOOST PUMP P1PSP CONDITIONS
• III2 INITIALLY SA`i'UR.ATED AT TANK PRESSURE
• NFSP = 0.35 PSID AT BPS
MTNIMCfM NYSP CONDITION
• NPSP = 3.^ PSID AT BPS -^ 5 SECONDS
WARM LH2 IS BEING PUMPED T'ROM SUMP AND REPLACED BY COOLER LIQLiID
_._	
• NNSP = 2.7 PSID AT BPS + ^.I SECONDS (PRESTART )
• NPSP = 3.2 PSID AT N^U3
i







LH2 BOOST PUMP NPSP FOR MES3




































Pfd--MES?+ LI-F2 BOOST PUMP NPSP CONDITIO^rS
• LH2 INITIALLY SATURA`T'ED AT TANK PRESSURE
• NPSP =	 0.3 PSID AT BPS
MINIMUM NPSP CONDITION
® NPSP =	 0.b PSID AT BPS + ^ SECONDS (PRESTART^
• NPSP =	 l..^i PSTI] AT BPS + 8 SECONDS
WARM LH2 TS BEING PUMPED FROM SUMP AND REPLAG`ED BY COOLER LIQUID
w NPSP =	 1.1 PSID AT MES4-
s NPSP =	 l.^ PSID AT MEC^+ + ^ SECONDS
COLD LIQUID TS BEING PUMPED OVERBOARD
^_..
LH2 BOOST PUMP NPSP FOR MES4





























'^ _,!	 Cameir Qivision
,..,
	 SUMMARY OF PROPE^.LANT TANK PRESSURIZATION 	 310ct75
s PRE-MES1 PRESSURIZATION SAME AS FOR TC-1, -3, AND -4.
• PRE-MES2 PRESSURE RISE RATES LOWER THAN THE PREDICTION BAND.
• UNEXPECTED PRESSURE INCREASES OCCURRED IN BOTH TANKS FOLLOWING PRE-MES2 RAMP PRES-
SURIZATIr`:^?. THE LH 2 TANK PRE5SURE RISE WAS NOT SEEN BECAUSE OF TELEMETRY LOSS. TC-3
FLIGHT CLEARLY SHOWED THESE PRESSURE INCREASES. THIS PHENOMENON HA5 BEEN EXPLAINED.	 ___,_ ____
• PRE-MES3 AND 4 L02 TANK PRESSURE RISE RATES GREATER THAN THE PREDICTION BAND.
• PRE-MES3 AND 4 LH2 TANK PRESSURE RISE RATES WERE SATISFACTORILY SIMULATED BY
TANK MODEL.
• INITIAL QUANTITY OF VAPOR IN L0 2 SUMP (MAX OF a0%} RESULTED IN LOW NPSP AT BPS. PUMPING
OF COOLER TANK FLUID PROVIDED SATISFACTORY NPSP THROUGHOUT BOOST PUMP OPERATION.
• INITIAL QUANTITY OF VAPOR IN LH 2 SUMP (MAX OF 9:3%) RESULTED IN LOW NPSP AT BPS. PUMPING
OF COOKER TANK FLUID PROVIDED SATISFACTORY NPSP THROUGHOUT BOOST PUMP OPERATION.
TC-5 IMPLICATIOA^S
• PROPELLANT TANK PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS WILL BE SATISFIED FOR ALL MAIN ENGINE STARTS
(UNTIL AVAILABLE HELIUM EXPENDED).	 -- ^- --
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PROPELLANT' "i'ANK THER^I'IODYNANTICS	 MERINO
COMPONENT HEATING $a THERMAL COn1TROL 	 CHRISTENSEN




BOOST PUMP POST-MECO PERFORMANCE 	 HUBER/MERINO





















 TANK E^^IERGY BALANCE
r^
I.
• LH^ TANK ENERGY BALANCE
uENEF^AI.. OYh1AMICS
PR^FL 1CHT PROD ^CT10NS OP COAST PHASE	 CvnvairDivision3 ^ Oct 'l5
PROPPLLANT TANK PRESSURES
^ MAXIMUM PRESSURE RISE RATE DURIIv G COAST ASSUMED:
e MAXIMUM HEATING
• LIQUII] INSTANTANEOUSLY POSITIONED FORWARD (FOR L0 2 'TANK, 750 SECOND
THRUST BARREL DRAIN ASSUMED}
• DRY TANK WALLS
• ENERGY ABSORBED BY DRY TANK V^TALLS RESULTS IN LIQUID BOILING DURIlVG
PROPELLANT SETTLING
® MINIMUM PRESSURE RISE RATE DURING COAST ASSUMED:
•, MINIMUM HEATING
® THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM











SECOND COAST AND TH ^ RD BURN
50






a	 ACTIVATE CCVA^'S	 i
^	 iFOR VENT CoNTAOL	 Lp2 ,^^K	! `^







i5 __.^___----_--- -______--------_--__^-_^°-__^ PRESS
TAN^S^^ ^MECO3
40 hIFCO2	 TIME SCALE CHANGE	 hiES3
2000	 2500	 3000 3500 4000	 4500	 5000 5500 5600 5700 5600 5900
TIME IN SECONDS FROM SRM IGNITION
NOTE: Solid lines define the maximum and minimuYn predicted level.








^^	 PROPELLANT TANKS PRESSURE PROFILE
	 ^°"V8`'°`"^'°R
-	 3I Oct 75
00 THIRD COAST &FOURTH BURN





I< 7 ^-+ ,^
^i ^ 4 5
^
^
C - 6 	^ t; k
^	 ^ ^
40
if	 l'I\".1	 1	 i ^ ^ J
i'i ^.1F'ti	 i ltR


























^	 15	 f	 f	 Cr\^i,ti'
N	 1l}^'^'^
	 IIII It1i. \I 	 [i{^I,I.
^	 f[A{I sf'.1LI t'kla\c;l +!	 Allt'ff-]
`^	
10 0000 7000 5000 0000 10000 11000 1200013000 1400015000 15500 IGOOD 16500 1700




''	 NOTE: SOL1D LINES bEFiNL•' 'T1{E 1{AXl^]UAI AND 1lINIhiUt\i PRr,DICTED LE1^'ELS.













31 Oct 7$PROPELLANT TANK ENERGY BALANCE
^	 FROM THE FIRST LAW:
](t-nu)L + (rr► u}g] 2 - ((rnu)L + ^mu)^^ i, =®Q2r1
 - ^hm}^ out - ^ hl'n' ) L gut
WHERE m = FLUID MASS	 LB
	
u	 = FLUID INTERNAL ENERGY, BTU/LB
	
h	 = FLUID ENTHALPY	 BTUJLB




2	 - CONDITIONS AT MECO^ OR PRE-PROGRAMMED VENT
;, ,
	
!	 = CONDITIONS AT MECO2
	
^	 = GOZ , GNZ
'	 L	 -	 L0 2 , LIi2
	
o^zt	 - PROPELL.^NT EXPELLED FROM TANK
®	 u, h, ml;, m^ ^- ARE DETERMINED FROM FLUID PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES
ouE
m ^- IS KNOWN FROM PU AND ENGINE FLOW DATA
i_w	 ^	 L
^	 L^Q CONSLSTS OF TANK HEAT INPUT (+} BOOST PUMP RELATED HEAT ADDITION
.^
(-} HEAT LOSS THROUGH INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD
®	 BOOST PUMP RELATED HEAT ADDITION:
RECIRCULATION LINE FLOW tBPS TO MECO3)^ 12 BTU (L0 2 TANK), Z2 BTU {LH 2 TANK)
BPS TO MEGO^)^ 1$ BTU (L02
 TANK), 39 BTU (LH 2 TANK)
u ^
	 BOOST PUMP SPINDOWN	 ^- $$. 0 BTU PER SPINDOWN (L0 2
 'TANK)







LOUT ° ---z^	 f





PROPELLANT TANK BOUNDARIES FOR ENERGY BALANCE 	
sl0ctz5
aQ ^.EcIRC.






















6 Y	 ^^N^R^L ^^^^^^^
Convair Disaisban
	
^,	 31 Oct 75






® ULLAGE PRESSURE = Z7.IZ PSIA
® HELIUM PRESSURE = 0.-I5 PSIA
	
^'	 ^ GOZ PRESSURE = Z6.67 PSL^
	
'	 ® GOZ TEMP ERATUR E =SATURATED A T 27. 12 PSI.A (OTg = 0. 3 aR y
i.
	
'	 ®	 GO Z MASS = 153.7 LB.
® LOZ VAPOR PRESSURE = Z7.65 PSTA ^ULLAGE PRESSURE ^-^1gH EFFECT}
	
:;	 ^,	 _
M^IXIMUM STORED ENERGY = 6-€0 BTU (DUE TO^'1gH EFFECT)
	
"^^	 ^ LOZ MASS = <IOZ7.6 LB (FROM PU CALCULATIONS}
g VEHICLE .ACCELERATION - 2.1-I G'S
f..
® FLTGI-iT TIME = T + Z 17Z. 93 SECONDS
	
'r	 POST MECOZ CONDITIONS
	
`'^^	 ® PRESSUPE RECOVERY OF I. I5 PSID CAUSED BY EVAPORATION OF 6.5 LB LOZ
	
`-	 ^ 0.97^R TEMPER:'^TURE DROP INDICATES AN LO Z VAPOR PRESSURE DECAY FROM
,.7












31 Oct 75LO Z CONDITIONS ^T I^ECOZ
f A TlC'^ T !l TA w f T1T TC1 ["1TT f'1T T/"^ it
28. 5 




CP 33T L()^ B PlihZP INLET
F--
DGE
--28G. 4 ^	 1 ^	 1
--10	 0
121YLL' lPV1Yi 61 L'^
y






 TANK ENERGY BALANCE
MEGO ^ CONDITIONS
^ ULLAGE PRESSURE = 31.09 PSIA
^ HELIUM PRESSURE = Z.09 PSIA
® GOZ
 PRESSURE = 2 9.01 PSI.4
^ G02 TEMPERATURE = 175. 6 R (D, b^R SUPERHEAT}	 ^^
^ GOZ MASS = 190.3 LB
^ L02
 VAPOR PRESSURE = 30.07 PSIA
® LOZ
 MASS = 790.5 LB (FROM PU CALCULATIONS}
^ VEHICLE ACCELERATION = 4, b2 G'S
^ FLIGHT TIME = T ^^ 16631.98 SECONDS
POST MECO ^ CONDITIONS
® PRESSURE RECOVERY OF 0.51 PSiD CAUSED BY EVAPORATION OF 2,2 I.F, LOZ
® 0.3 $ QR TEMPERATURE DROP INDICA TES A L0 2
 VAPOR PRESSURE DECAY FROM






°j'	 LOZ COND ITf 4NS AT MEC04 convey, vlvsrun31 Oct 75
a:











^	 ^.	 ^	 ..
DGF	 •- — -	 --	 -	 —
...	 —284. 5
--i0	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 GO
' 











LO TANK ENERGY BALANCE
	 31 Oct 75
2
^...,




	 ®	 ULLAGE PRESSURE = 30.82 PSIA
^s	
^	 HELIUM PRESSURE = 1.15 PSIA
^	 GOZ PRESSURE = 29.37 PSIA
a,
	
®	 GOZ TEMPERATURE = I75. b Q R {O. 3^R SUPERHEAT)
k
	
®	 GOZ MASS = 173.0 LB
®	 LOZ VAPOR PRESSURE = 30. b5 PSIA
®	 L02 MASS = 3350.3 LB
	
^3
®	 VEHICLE ACCELERATION = 2.4 X 10
^	 FLIGHT TIME = T + 14554 SEG ONDS
^	 GOZ VENT MASS = 12. I LB





	 POST VENT CONDITIONS
^.
	
®	 PRESSURE RECOVERY OF 0.93 PSID G:IUSED BY EVAPORATION OF 4.0 LB L02.
®	 1.3b ^R TEMPERATURE DROP INDICATES AN LO Z VAPOR PRESSURE DECAY FROM





LOZ CGNDITIONS DURING PRE-PRGGRAMMED VENT
	 C31aOct75
CCVAPS L0 2
 TANK PRiSSUIi,E TC--2
33.5








































































CF MEASLUR£MENTS (.)INTERNAL TO TANKS,
CA MEASLJREI^^NTS ( n )MOUNTED ON EXTERNAL




















	 ULLAGE TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS FROM MFG O Z TO MECO 4
.	 ® MECO 2 -^ ULLAGE TEMPERATURE - 173, b^^R
® POST MEGOZ ^ ULLAGE TEMPERATURE INCREASES TO 1i4. 59^R
NOTE: THE INCREASING ULLAGE TEMPERATURE WAS CAUSED ^3Y EVAPORATION
WHICH REDUCED LIQUID TEMPERATURE DURING THE SAME PERIOD.
	
^.
® VENT VALVE UNLOCK ^- ULLAGE TEMPERATURE = 177.O^R
® VENT TERMINATION ^ ULLA_GE TE r^iPERATURE DROPS TO 175.6^R
® POST VENT --- ULLAGE TEMPERATURE INCREASES T'O 17b.5^R
NOTE: ULLAGE TEMPERATURE CHANGES ARE CONSISTEI y T WITH VENTING OF A NEARLY
SATURATED VAPOR FOLLOWED BY L0 2
 EVAPORATION WHICH RESULTS IN A 	 ^_^^
VAPOR TEMPERATURE INCREASE.
® MECO ^ ^-	 UL•Ll'^GE TEMPERATURE W 175. b^R
® POST MECO^ ^r
 ULLAGE TEMPERATURE INCREASES TO 176.3^R
NOTE: TIME INCREASING ULLAGE TEMPERATURE WAS CAUSED BY EVAPORATION WHICH
REDUCED LIQUID TEMPERATURE DURING THE SAME PERIOD.
	

















L0^ TANK ULLAGE TEMPERATURES
DURING M1SS^ON
CF 231' O /ULLAGE ST 2230/60
MECO3















U SE-{)0-UQ	 () ^ -3U-UU	 f)5-00-UU	 05-30-UO
V-16
t	 I







NET HEAT INPUT TO L0 2 TANK
^ FIRST LOW EQ[TATION SOLVED FOR ^QNET
® ,L^Q TANK = L.1Q NET - $8 BTU (PER ]',/P SPINDOWN} - RECIRG. FLOW HEAT ADDITION
	 __
= TANK HEAT INPUT - INTERIVIEDIATE BULKHEAD HEAT LOSS
MECO Z TO MECO 4 CONDITIONS
®	
,^Q TANK = Q 2ND COAST .` (^ ' 0 HRS} + Q 3RD COAST ^^ (3 • Q HRS}
MECO Z TO PR E--PROGRAMMED VENT G ONDITiONS
® ^Q TANK = Q2ND COAST" (1.0 1-IR5) { Q 3RD COAST^^` (Z.4^ HRS}
CALCULATED TANK HEATING F^ l, TES
^ Q ZND COAST = 2-103 BTUjHR
A Q 3RD COAST = 1077 BTU/HR
V-17
.^





































NET HEAT INPUT TO L02 TANK VERSUS LIQUID VAPOR PRESSURE




,1 ! 2° R




	 .._ . _ ^
	 _. .^ -t--
+	 j
a
_ _ ®_BEST ESTIMATE OF	 _
PROPELLANT CONDITION
.	 ,
QTANK ^ 2403 BTU/HR ,L^?D COAST)1077 BTU/Y.R (3R:^ COAST)
4000	 .a.	
-	 ^....,.
29	 30	 31	 3?	 33
	
29.5	 30.5	 31. 5
















QTANK w 2403 BTU/HR (2ND COAST)





SUI`I;^IARY OF LO TANK THER>VIODYI^IA111IC CONDITIONS FROM MECO2 TO MEC04
^ CALCULATED TANK HEATING RATES ARE EMPLOYED TO DETERMINE INTERMEDIATE
ST:^TE CONDITIONS.
^ TABULATED INTERMEDIATE STATE -CONDITIONS ARE OBTAINED rROM ENERGY BALANCE.
CC}NCLUSIUNS
^ HELIUI4'I PUR.GIrS CONTRIBUTED TO AN INCREASED OXYGEN EVAPORATION DURING THE COA5T5.
® HELIUM PURGE INI'LUF.NCE C1N COAST PHASE TANK PRESSURE RISE WA5 SMALL,
^ HELIUM I'LO^'V CHILLED LO S BULK Iii' .^ 0.5°R I'OR 3RD PRESSURIZATION .AND RESULTED IN LOV^TER
PRE55CIRE RISE RATE DURING 3RD G7r'^ST THAN DURING THE 2ND COAST.
^ INTEIt1IEDIATE BULISIiEAD HEAT TRANSFER RATE IS .;: 1000 BTU/HR,
^ NEAR THERi1rIAL EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS WERE AIDED BY H 2O 2 MOTOR FIRINGS WHICH RESULTED
IN ^P DECAYS OF UP TO 0,2 PBID.
TC-5 APPLICATION
® IIELIUM PURGE INFLUENCE ON COAST PHASE TANK PRESSURF^ RISE WILL BE S14ZALL.	 _ -.--
^ 5-1/^ HOUR COAST PRESSURE RISE RATE WILL BE SIMILAR TO THE TC-2 3RD COAST PRESSURE
RISE RATE.
^ SIXTH COAST PRESSL^i.E RISE RATE WILL BE TWO TIMES GREATER THAN FOR 5-1/4 HOUR COAST 	 --




`iC-2 nu:^IOnJ L0^ '1'ATJK `CIIRRI VIOD'^ndAn1IG CC^NDI`?'TQNO 	 Co^vsir Division
31 Oct 75
^^- ^nm pa;^'r POST
r^rcco2 r^^--hils^,3 I~^^:,; i+^a.^3 vrr^'r ^^^ vr;nJ^' r^J^-rr^s'^ t^^ l^ n^co^ n^cor+
^^^^ . 12 ?^^ . ^^^ 33 • r+o 32 . oa 33.1.3 30.82 31.75 32.50 35.40 31.09 31.60 __
.^^ , .^`,7 ^'^^• ^5 32.02 30.66 ?1.58 `'9-37 30.30 ?l.o0 33 -10 z9.o1 2y.52
i}. J t j (). ^:i4 1. 3I3 1.34 1. 55 1.45 l. lES 1.50 2.30 2.08 2.08
^^7_
	
^ 2^^.^ :'^i.lr> 28.1.6 io.70 3a.^^5 30.25 3o.g 30.24 30.07 29.35
l ^o >•r.^:: J Fo.r^^. r^ ^`J2^• t+ 33`^`^• J ^ 3351.-'t 3350.3 :134 5 - 5 3341..3 327b.o 766.0 750.4
1^^.>• t 1^ ;7.8 180. 0 lr3a. n 183.7 173.0 177.0 181. 4 lgo. 3 190.3 1g2. 5
^} .	 a l c; .	 -.^ ••	 . o .'^37 :) . ^^ _,7 l .082 l . oo^^ 1.00g l . o r+6 1.613 ^.. 614 1.614
'r3• rf 1'7,.^i 17y.5 17t,. ^ 178.a 175.6 1.16.5 177.1 180.7 175.5 176.30
o.^ a.J+ 2 .5 a.2 1.3 0.3 0.7 0.7 3.0 a.6 1.0
1	 •jl x;70 2 0 0 0 57 2510 13
,}	 0 J 0 12.1 0 U 0 0 0
^^, rXPll -1^5ION, 1,13.
^?.

































^1. I i T•9	 PRE ;; tl ;1tE , r'. ^ Ul
l^,ll iD	 1'r^EUti.^l1^;I., 1'.;11"^
JAPt:F t^U^^^,	 Lr3





















®	 ULLAGE PRESSURE	 = 1^1. II PS IA
IfELIU1VI PRESSURE	 = 0. I3 PSIA
®	 GH2 PRESSURE	 = i 3.98 PSLq
®	 GI-I2 TEMPERATURE
	 ^ SATURATED AT 1^1. I1 PSIz4 (QTg W 0.08^R}
®	 GIF2 MASS	 = 81.30 LB
®	 LHZZ VAPOR PRESSURE = 1--1.23 PSIA {ULLAGE PRESSURE + pgI i EFFECT
M17^IMUM STORED ENERGY = 13Z BTU (DUE TO pgH EFFECT)
^	 LII2 NL^SS	 = 1131.2 L$ (FROM PU CALCULATIONS)
®	 VEHICLE ACCELERATION = 2. 14 G'S
®	 FLIGHT TIME	 = T + 2I72.93 SECONDS
POST MECO Z CONDITIONS
®	 PRESSURE RECOVERY OF 0.5 PSID CAUSED BY EVAPORATION OF 2.16 LB LH2.
®	 0.0^)^^R TEIviPERATURE DROP INDICATES .•^N LH Z VAPOR PRESSURE DECAY FROM
1 .1.2-1 I'SIA '1'O [-1.00 ]'SIA r^T BOOST PUMP INLET.
V--23
ism r u u urTn,ru n.^r ^T
rs^N^Fdi^el.. L71ftV/^MlG^a
Cvrtvai^ Division
3X Oct 75[^H2 COND iTIONS AT MECO2
CCVAPS LH^ TANK PRESSUI^.E
	 TC--2






--10	 U	 2Q	 2()	 30	 4Q	 50	 GO




^_@ LH2 TANK ENERGY BALANCE 3^ Oct 75
'";^
,' ^r. MECO 4 CONDITIONS-
-;	 '
°"" J ® ULLAGE PRESSURE	 = 19. 10 PSIA
:^ ^ HELIUM PRESSURE	 = 0.52 PSIA
.,
® GH2 PRESSURE	 = I8. b8 PSLP.
® GH2 TEMPERATURE	 _ -12, ^^R (4. 3 Q R SUPERHEAT)
^ GH	 MASS	 = 110 , 1 LB .
2
® LII2 VAPOR PRESSURE	 = i9, 10 PSIA
'^ ^ LH2 MASS	 = 329, 9 LB
t
k
^ VEHICLE ACCELERATION = 4.62 G'S
® FLIGHT TIME	 = T + l663I,98 SECONDS
^ POS'^
--
^^h E'CO ^ CONDITIONS
® PRESSURE RECOVERY OF 0.2-I PSID CAUSED BY EVAPORATION OF 0.3 LB LH2.
`^ ® 0. l88^R TEMPER:'^TURE DROP INDICATES AN LH 	 V:^POR PRESSURE DECAY
f_,










LH2 COND iTiONS AT MEC04
^^



















































LH2 TANK ENERGY BALANCE	 31 Oct 75
PROPELLANT CONDITIONS AT VENT TERMINATION
® ULLAGE PRESSURE = 19,$i3 PSIA
® HELIUM PRESSURE = 0.34 PSL^1
® GHZ PRESSURE = 19.5-^ PS LA
^ GHZ TEMPERATURE = 42.6^R (4,3^R SUPERHEAT}
® GHZ MASS = 100, 7b LB
® LHZ VAPOR PRESSURE = i9.60 PSIA
® LIIL MASS = 9 .17.9 LI3
-3^ VEHICLE ACCELERATION = Z.4 X LO G'S
® FLIGi-{T TIME = T + 14530 SECONDS
® GIi^ VENT MASS = 2.51 LB
^ i-iELIUM VENT MASS r 0.09 LB
POST VENT CONDITIONS
^	 PRESSURE RECOVERY OF 0. iZ PSiD CAUSED BY EVAPORATION OF 0.53 LB LH2,
^	 0.09-1 ^R TEMPER<^"PURE DROP INDICATES AN LH Z VAPOR PRESSURE DECAY






LH^ COND1TlONS DURING PRE-PROGRAMMED VENT
	 3^.o^t75
CCVAPS LH 2




AT 114524 1 5 SECONDS	 }
TANK PRESSURE ^ 20.30 PSIA
PIA
19. 5i
;1' :iL^l Lt12 li YU1VtY itVLl•:1
—424.5
DGF
—422.5 ^	 3	 i	 i	 ^	 ^	 ^	 i	 ^	 _E	 i






























LH TANK ENERGY BALANCE
2
ULLAGE TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS FROM MECO 2 TO MECO 3
®	 CF2-IT GENERALLY REFLECTS THE WARM ULLAGE CONDITIONS RESULTING
FROM PRESSURIZATION WITH AMBIENT HELIUM. CFZST AND CF27T
TEMPERATURES ARE DISCUSSED BELOW. Ti-IE INDICATED TEMPERATURES
HAVE BEEN INCREASED BY Q. 7^R TO REFLECT ACTUAL TEMPERATURES.
	 _ _ ._. _.___
^	 MECO 2	 .., .AVERAGE ULLAGE TEMPERATURE = 3b.23^R {SATURATED
AT 1-I. 11 PSIA)
®	 POST MECO 2. ^^ AVERAGE ULL:'LGE TEMPERATURE = 36.43^R
NOTE: TI-TE INCREASED ULLAGE TEMPERATURE WAS DUE TO THE LH
EVAPORATION THAT RESULTED FROM THE LOSS OF LIQUID 2
ACCELERATION HEAD.
®	 3RD PRESS'N ^^ CF25T INCREASE = 5.3^R WHICH INDICATES WARM VAPOR
ADJACENT TO PROBE.
CF27T INCREASE = 2.7cR WHICH RESULTS FROM ULLAGE
COMPRESSION.





Convcir pivisianLH^ TANK ULLAGE TEMPERATURES DURING MISSION	 31o^t75



















+sort ""f^-:.^ ^ .^





	 ^ -'^	 _
_i-r	 r











LH 2 TANIf ENERGY BALANCE
ULLAGE TE;iIPER.ATC;RE CONDITIONS FROIt°I PROGRAI4IMED VENT TO It^IECO^
m VENT VALVE UNLOCIf ^- AVERAGE ULLAGE TE141PERATURE = 39.12^t.
® VENT TERMINATION ^- AVERAGE ULLAGE TE141PERATURE DROPS TO 38.^J3°R.
^ POST VENT -^- AVERAGE ULLAGE TEMPERATURE REMAINS AT 38.^3°R.
NOTE: THE iiLLAGE TEIvIPERATUR.E llECAY IS CONSISTENT WITH THE 0.4Z PSID TANK
PRESSURE DECAY DURING VENTING.
^ 1IEC0^ --- AVERAGE ULLAGE TEMPERATURE = 38.52°I3.
^ POST 141EC0-} ^-- AVERAGE ULLAGE TEMPERATURE = 38.61 °it.
NOTE: THE INCREASED ULLAGE TEn'IPERATURE WAS DUE TO THE LH 2 EVAPORATION THAT
RESULTED FROM THE LOSS OF LIQUID ACCELERATION HEAD.
e CF25T AND CF27T DID NOT DETECT THE R'IASS OF WARM GH 2 AND HELIUM ESTIMATED AT
Y'S0 FT 3 , 17.2 LB AND 7^°R.
V -'L9
,f - -


































C F 27T II 'ULLAGI? ST '^320i l95
DUF	 r
_ , _,	 _	 j


















NET HEAT INPUT TO LH2 TANK
r
®	 ^`IRST LAW EQUATION SOLVED FOR dONET
	
^'^^	 ®	 ®Q	 = ^Q	 — 100 BTU {PER BJP SPINDOWN] - (RECIRC. +VOLUTE
	
'^ '	 TANK	 NET FLOW HEAT ADDITION]L
	




^^,' r-^	 MECO ^ TO TvIES ^} CONDITIONS (MES 4 OBTAINED FROM ENGINE BURN SIMULATION)
CJ





'` ^^	 MECO 2 TO PRE-PROGRAMMED VENT CONDITIONS
' ^




j ^--^	 CALCULAT.ED TANK HEATING RATES
i
	
tl ^^	 ®	 02ND COAST = 2270 BTU/HR{'
	
f { L^	 ®	 Q	 = 2270 BTU/HR
I:	 3RI] COAST
^^ F_	 '.f	 ^^"-ems^...	 - .	 rw!^an.v..:,evs..«e:*^^:^.^.e..:ssv.ova-,.r.^-.,-x.^-.^.Ta,.:w:.,.sc.-.o.-u^ueex^rr„:eo-mu,^.. ^ r^s+.:t .vopM!"R•"'^,-, „^. '^"^ . ..i	 ... ... - :. .. p... .- . a • .:	 ..	 ^w	
^-''
^^-: --




VERSUS LIQUID VAPOR PRESSURE




ME54 CONDITIONS ^^^^ ^-	 ^^
:` OBTAINED FROM ii i _..	 :=::^::^ .::	 ::::^:!;:
	
_	 _	 .^:	 :::














__ _	 ;	 _ ____"3_.	 _
:BEST ESTIMATE OF ^'^
^:^PROPF.LLANT CONDITION
^^^ ^ QTANK ^ 2270 BTU!HR (2nd COAST)










	 19	 19.5	 20	 20.5
LIQUID VAPOR PRESSURE










	 20	 20.5	 21









SUhIhIARY OF LH 2 TANK THERI4IODYNAMIC CONDITI ONS FROM h7ECO2 TO hIEC0 4
e NET HEAT INPUT RATES OF 2270 BTU/HR ARE EMPLOYED TO DETERh7INE INTERMEDIATE
STATE CONDITIUNS.
• TABULATED INTERMEDIATE STATE CONDITIONS ARE OBTAINED FROM ENERGY BALANCE.
CONCLUSIONS
• HELIUM PURGE CONTRIBUTION TO PROPELLANT TANK STATE WAS MINIMAL.
• INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAll HEAT TRANSFER RATE ,-: 1000 BTU /HR.
• LH2 NEAR SATURATION THROUGHOUT COAST PERIODS.
• PRESSURANT IIELIUI4I RESPONSIBLE FOR ULLAGE TEMPERATURE STRATIFICATION DURING 3RD
COAST AND FOURTH MAIN ENGINE FIRING. ABOUT 17.2 LB. OF GH 2 AND HELIUM AT 74`R TE1tIPER-
ATURE RESIDED AT THE FORWARD END OF THE TANK.
s H2O2 hIOTOR FIRINGS RESULTED IN DP DECAYS OF UP TO 0.14 PSID, BUT DID NOT SIGNIFICANTLY
COOL ULLAGE.
TC-5 APPLICATION
• 5-1/4 HOUR COAST PRESSURE IIISE RATE WILL BE SIh^IILAR TO THE TC-2 3RD COAST PRESSURE 	 ^^
RISE RATE.
• SIXTH COAST PRESSURE RISE RATE b'VILL BE TWO TIhIES GREATER THAN FOR 5-1/4 HOUR COAST








VEN'^' PiiE-MESS+ r^s4 MECO^
POSE
MECO4
2'ANK P^ssURE, Ps^A 14. 11 15-93 19.19 x.8.28 20.30 19.88 21. a1 ^x.28 18 . 10 19.34
HYDROGEN PRESSURE, PS 13.8 15.80 18.84 17.94 1g.96 19.54 2a.67 21 .76 18.68. 18.$2
^^^1UM PR^sstrRE, PSTA o. 13 0.13 0.35 a.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.52 0.52 0. 52
ET^UTD PE2ESSURE, Ps1A ^.^-.23 15.55 x.5.55 X5.55 19.83 ^g.Go 20.00 20.00 ^.g.^o 18.8
L^QULD n^ASS, LU. 1131.2 1126.3 1078.3 956.0 g4g.8 847.9 g40 . 3o 875.3 329 . 9 323.6
vAPOR r^ss, z^B. 81.30 8G .20 86.20 86.20 10^ . 43 100.75 108. ^+ 108.4 110. z. 110. ^+
^saz^^trn^ r^ASS, z.B. 1.285 1. • 335 3.440 3.440 3.5Go 3.473 3.504 4.601 4.602 4.602
VAPOR TEMPERATURE,^R 3G.3 38.4 ^€b.0 44.7 43.1 42.6 42. 5 45 42. 4 42.6
VAPOR SUPERH^AT, pR o.08 1 .5 8 7 4.7 4.3 3.8 6.0 4 .3 4.5
^^2 ExP^^sronr, r^ . a	 48	 112. 3 	1	 0	 0	 65	 543.5	 5
vAPOR vE^r, ^B. o	 0	 0	 0	 2.51	 0	 0	 o	 v
n1ET k .TEAT RATE





















'^{V+?.^'Y	 f^T".a.!i}.R	 i ^-!N;rx	 A	 ..'....	 '. ':'.:'
	 _	





`^ TC-2 POST HEL IOS EXPERIMENT DATA REVIEW
^^
I INTRODUCTION HUBER
^"'^ II PROPELLANT BEHAVIOR MERINO
s^-^ III HELIUM USAGE MERINO
<{




V	 PROPELLANT TANK THERMODYNAMICS
VI COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL
	




IX	 BOOST PUMP POST—MECO PERFORMANCE
	
























® PRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY GAS CONDITIONII^TG AND PURGING
® PRELAUNCH TANK HEATING
Kr, :,
,`^
`' ® ASCENT THERMAL ENVIRONMENT A►ND RESPONSE
r	 .a
} ® SPACE AND VEHICLE INDUCED ENVIRONIVIENT
'L:.'7
^- ^ ® FORWARD BULKHEAD MULTTLAYER INSULATION








^--- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
,,i
^^^' ® TITANIUM STUB AT)AFTER AND GROUND PLANE/SHFELD
'^	 ^^!
^3
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE 	 ^-"` ^^
® WIRING MODULE S'T'RUCTURE/TYPICAL PENETRATION
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
°'
^.:^









^	 THERMAL AND HEAT ^'RAN^EER
k :^^
. ^^..
	,^	 ®	 LOS TANK SHIELD INSULATION KTT
	
-^	 -^- THERMAL RESPONSE AND LOS TANK FLIGHT HEAT RATES
	
^^	 ® INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD PERFORMANCE FROM PROPELLANT ENERGY BALANCES
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D^NrRAL DYNAMf+"'s
Convur Derision
THERMAL AND HEAT TRANSFER
• PRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY GAS CONDITIONING AND PURGING
• PRELAUNCH TANK HEATING
• ASCENT THERMAL ENVIRONMENT AND RESPONSE
• SPACE AND VEHICLE INDUCED ENVIRONMENT 	 ^^
• FORWARD BULKHEAD MULTILAYER INSULATION
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
®	 THREE-LAYER SHIELDING
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• TTTANTUM STUB ADAPTER AND GROUND PLANE/SHIELD
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• WIRING MODULE STRUCTURE/TYPICAL PENETRATION
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE












^p CENTAUR D-1TIPAYLOADISHROUD MAJOR
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_ cam.;, i^.o^. a^^
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SHROUD/LH2 TANK	 ^ i
COMPARTMENT	 t^
3.0" FIBER BATTS +	 ^





	 ^l ! ^
ANNULUS	 ^^^ ^
ENCAPSULATION BULKHEAD
SPACECRAFT SUPPORT TRUSS ADAPTER
,EQUIPMENT MODULE/STUB ADAPTER/





ON LH2 TANK SIDEWALL
DOUBLE-WALL INTERMEDIATE BUI^KHEAD





INTERSTAGE ADAPTER (ISA1 ;;; ^ ^	 L02 TANK AFT BULKHEAD WITH
ENGINE COMPARTMENT	 ^	 RADIATION SHIELD SYSTEM
VI-4
FIGURE 1-1'
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GAS REQUIREMENTS




DESIGN	 TC -^ FLIGHT
120 t 5 1,$IMIN GN 2 l20 L8/MIN
	
72 ¢ 9	 ^'	 72°F
	
- ^- 3 	 6, 5° F DP MAX
90 t 5 LB/MCN. GNx II


































PRELAUNCH GAS CONDITIONING CONTr^OL OF	 ^Etie^^►^.^.►^.Ml^
EQUIPMENT E N V I R O N M E N T
	
Cortvair Aarospsca pivision
^	 THE RJv1AL CONDITIONING CRI'I'1:RIA 	 '
	
^	 ,
PAYLOAD COIUIPARTh4ENT 	 ^ ^I
"	 f1ELI05:	 ^
u	 !
INLET TO	 72 * ^ 'F	 t
j	 C^d^APARTM£`JT	 -13
,rw:^^ n.^z^	 ?so	 ^/Mtss.
'	 Uli1F' FOINT	 S2'I''+1Ax,	 ,^
SI'ACECILIFT HEAT
	 A`3'^ B'RI/HR MA.)C. 	 I
SIIROUI) 11LAT IIJAO ^ 7^1W BTV/ IIR MAX, ^^' [




^. r 	^^	 ^•^






	 ^ ^^I I ;^^
EQi11P41ENT TE11PS	 40 - 100''1	 i^^
	
^ {	 T
_	 L^Et1' COINT	 ^5'F \1.17{.
SHROIJD I FEAT 1.01D
	 13, 500 E1TiJl11R	 i
1•• no^l n,I131ENT	 ^^^
MAKE-TIP NF.\'I' fiJS'f TO CRYO -51N1{S	 ^'
^REti511RILE A^:.^fN^T 111N[t INI'1.011	 [
I^
^i I	 ^.,,
INTEIISTA % E ^.U.^P '1'ER+EN^: INE COMP ^It l"\i!•N'I'	 ^^^F ^	 ^ -
FQIIIP^[LN' P 't'E^IPS	 iU - Ill I	 ^^t , t ^1
M ^hF, - I IP IIF. 1'i' 1.^5T 'IJ Cltl'0-51'S ' 1'I:AIS	 ' '• •	 ^^,^, ..






^"^	 PAYLQAb ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL CONDTTTONS
!	 'i
M--i







!°^ t AMBIEN<r TEMPERATURE 	 72°F	 1E$ F
:^	 zNx►ET TEMPERATURE cosy	 72°^	 72 ^
TNS47LATTON INSIDE TEMPERATURES
:<	
o ^ cA192T	 STATZaN 281G 71.5 F 67°^







STATION 2672 75.0 70
r .:,	 r-+ t^i	 ^ r^ CA1g^+T	 STATION 2664 71 .0 6^
`,"	 ^ PAYLQAD AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
.rj	 CY 19T STATION 251.1 	 71.5	 6$
;ri.	
AVERAGE COMPARTMF^NT TF^ER.ATURE	 71.5 F	 65.$^F
COMPARTMENT GAS TEMPERATURE (;RANGE













































^''^	 GAS CUh'I)i'rIONING DUCT	 ^
„^^
^. a
f,_ ,.F	 ^ZAIN I3A'1'"rI;R^' 1,	 /^ ^,.
^	 CET148T	 // ^i ^
^' ^	 SIG. CONI) NO. 1,
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sl:IV, cA^o4•r .	 ^ r^^^
.^	 ^IU\ 1, CT58T	 _ f _ III ,
i !	 `—lJ
I	 IV
^_,	 . II	 III
S--BAND \Mi'rTT•,lt,
';^.^	 CTG2T	
^ `^ ^,^ ^ O^SEU, CI31GT
^- ,
	












'	 EQU^ PMENi N10DULE C411^PARiMENi PRELAUNCH










°F dT °F ^ ADJUSTED
PRIORMEAS. dT' // HR STEADY-STATE LH^ TAN^+IG
NO. COMPONENT TO LH^ LIFTOFF @LIFTOFF TEMP, °F QT, °F
CA905T IRU OUTBOARD MOUNT go_	 ^ 81 0 _g
CB 1 T C-BAND XPONDER 'l'7 69 0
-8
CC202T SCU I30USING DVEB 78 `T^. -2 6g _g
CI300T IRU SHIN IlVTERNAL 90 82 _i 8^ _g
CI316T SEtiJ INTERVAL So 72 -2 	- 7^, _g
CK3 QT DCU SKIN g1 86 -2 85	 ^ _6
CM4`TT IRGIJ GYRO BLOCK 93 88 -3 86 -.7
C58IIT SIU SKIN 84 75 ^ 7^ -6
CT56T SIG CONDITIONER NO. I 78 72 0 _6
CT58T EQUIP MODULE MUX 1 78 71 3	 ^ 6g _g
CT61T S-BAND ^fMTR IlVT-PCM gl 85 0 °	 . _^
CT62T S-BAND XMTR INT- FM go 82 0 _g	 _
CT75T E U MOD INSTR BOX 79 7# -^	 - 72 ,
AVERAGE OT ^-7.5^ 1. x+6	 ^_
COMPUTED COMPARTMENT GAS 68.58 X1.05 +2. ^^-
COMPARTMENT BOUNDARSf CONDITIONS
72 0 0COS8T CEM GAS IlVLET 71.5
C3'^_tg ^,/.0 COMP AMB AT A,DPT 74 68 ^ _{
CA 90 ZT P/L AEAF,I,'IIt" • 73 68 a _ ^
CA903T EQUIP MODULE SKIN Q4 ^^ 42 0
-^CA904T EQUIP MODULE SKIN Q1 71 ^.^ 0
-30
CA914T EQUIP MODULE SKIN +Z ^^ ^!^ 0
-18
CA191T RAt7 SIiLD ST 2485/300 75 ^^, 0 _^
ENERGY BALANCE COMPUTED HEAT Rr'4TE FROM MODULE COMPARTMENT T® LH2 'TANK























^,^	 CP74aT	 %	 // / Cry b1	 / ^	 ,^ .
CP74].'T	 f	 ^^ If ^ vi'~`^ I ^ ^" :	 CP83T
CU240T	





	 r0^ ^	 1 ,	 f j^^^	 `	 ^	 r^	 CP743T
ePac •r ^	 ^ ,,
^	
CP175T
`	 ^	 ^' ^ '^fIV	 I	 _	 CF3..S5^27d°	 --	 -	 - --T























	^^	 SH^EL^}iNG, HYaRAULlC, PN^UM^ITlC
	
,^.^	 ENVIRONMENTAL T^I^PERATURE LGG,^,T10NS
TC^2 SOLAR DIRECTION
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HZOZ SVSTEN^ TE^IIPERATURE ^ OCATIONS 	 `°'^```^'°^'°"'Z'a" -









CP376T	 /	 '^ ^	 "	 CP^.56T
	





I /	 1	 i	 `r^^^'	 `^\ '	 , ,^	
CP77.^T
^,^ '	 CP153T ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^ ^	 CP150T
	







. t ^	 ° `°	 CP361T
cPi^•^T I	 Il 1	 ^^	 ^ s^^ Iv	 ^— ^^
	
^:::^	
^ _ 270°	 ^ ^ ^ r	 I	 -	 -	 9fl°
	
C PJ3'!'-	 r-' ^	 ^ ^ ^ III	
II	 ^
	
CP831T i	 `I `	 ,	 c . ^	 CP7IOT "
^ /
	
f;::; 	 CPG59T ^	 ^^ ^	 r / i	 ^ , ^	 ^^	 ^	 CP711.T
	
`	 i	 .i









^ S^.C^	 Y ^/ JI CP83`7T	 r.,rT
-:^
	























iNTERSTAGE ADAPTER PRELAUNCH TEMPERATURE SURD
GENE{?AL OYNAMIGS




































CA309T LO 2 AFT DLKIID OUTER SIiIELD 110 54 CRYO ^ -6 35 0 — -13
CA307T LO 2 SUMP OUTER RAD. SIIIELD 107 69 CRYO 67 :-2 t+^8 0 — -19
CH3G'I' C-2 I'ITCII ACTUATOR I3OnY 106 g6 -SLOPE 86 -SLOPE 73 -13 NOT PROJ -
CI^3GT LO2 D.I. TURDINE DI•;r1RING 107 95 -SLOPE 88 — 72 -19 68 -20
CP?I4T LO2 D.P. INLET LINE 102 8g -13 86 -3 66 0 — -20
CP711T LO2 D. P.ORIFICF. IiOLDL:I^ 101 86 -15 83 -3 65 -17 61 -22
(98^
CP75GT 11 202 ]41ANIFOLD LINF. 110 95 -SLOPE 93 — 79 -7 77 -16
1'I^RU•IFC'CFI1 S'1'F;AnY-STATF. CONnI'1•IONS.




^^	 ^ ^+	 TA^^LE 2-v (cor^^^^u^a)	
'
^NTERSTAGE ADAPTER PRELF,JNCH TEMPERATURE SURVE.,^
^^	 +^ ^	 G^t\:EFtA1^ ®Y^AMl^S






































C^."'(4'x L02 B.P. SHA^"I' HOLTS3NG 9^ 0 CRYO + 3
-°^OP^ -	 '7 0 - -^.0
CFl7^i^' LO	 B . F. GEAR CASE 3.08 90 -sLO^ 81
SET.'?
6G w^3 62 -a.}2 - .^z,o. >a
c^a_7^m Lot ^.^. ^nECOr^. c^^^ ^^^^ i33 -.^,LO^ x.28 ^F^ asa -13 ^o& ..22
c^J.BaT Lod B.P. ^uBB^ xsG ou^BOaxB 97 .87 -sLO^ ou - 65 -13 61 -19
CF182'^ L02 B.F. '3'E.^RBI3IFE xs G ^^ a_oa 85 -15 77 ^ - 8 65 o - -12 ^C
CF184T L0^ B.F. LOCK-RO'Z'OR ROSS g7 $^ - SCOFF $0 - 65• -10 63 -17
CP31.86T Lo	 8.^. n^coh^ ^rarm^R ^c2 (^o^^141 a_26 ..sLO^ Z22 - ^.a5 --13 ion -2^. ^c
AVERAGE ^ia2.8)^ -1.4 .3 -4.4 -17.7
L_1	 -
^"1
^ ^	 C°nvairi4erospmts Division
^^	 SU^^ARY OF lNTERSTAGE ADAPTER ANfl lSAISHROUD ANNULUS




- ST.A.RT LOS TANI^'G LH2 '^^^fHING
LONG DURA^ON
LHe CR^LLDOWN
X30. Off' TEMP NO. OF OT TEMP NO. OF QT '^'EMP ir^'O. OF DT TEMP
ZONE ME^,STS °F MEASt S °F °F M.E^S'S °F 4`^'	 - MEAS f S °^' °F
ISA CENTRAL ^.^ x.02.8 3 -a.4.3 88.5 5 4.4 84.1 a.3 =17.7 66.4
C- 1 ENG^i E L1 97.9 9 -11. 3 8b.6 6 ^-	 5. 3 81.3 8 -22.0 5g • 3
C- 2 ENGtN E a,0 99.0 8 -13. b 85.4 7 -	 4.7 80.7 9 -26.7 54. o
I^SA PERIPHERY ^.9 ^0^..5 ti5 -1g.3 82.5 i5 -	 3.9 78.3 ^-9 -^-^- . 7 68,5
TOTAL Z5A ^	 54 1oa. b 35 -15. 5 85.Z 33 --	 4.4 80.7 49 18,g 61.8








S U M^ A R Y 0 F PRELAUNCH CRYOGEN' HEAT RATES GEN^RA^ ©Y^A^,^^^
s` : ^	 Cprrvdlr Aerosp+ce IIivisian
































COMPARTMENT TO: COMP' T SILK OT BTU/HR- °F BTU/I^R
L5A ^ L02 61..8 284 345.8 g^.3 32,610
ANNULUS LOS 53. o 284 337 . o • 42. ^- 14, ego	 .
ash co^rnUC 'I'ION}
aSA LIi^ 61..8 420 481.8 14.5 6,990
ANNULUS LHZ SUMP 71.,8 -420 4gi.8 1.8 8go
ANNULUS 'I'ANK/SHRt)UD He 53.0 -350 403.0 50.4 20,3.7.0 .
ISA LHe CHILL 61. $ _}.}.}^.p 501_..$ 102. 6 51,480
ISA TITAN SKIRT 61.8 65 - 3.2 135. 0 .. ^.3fl
ISA AMBIENT 61..8 48.0 13.8 604.0 8, 340
I,SA	 ^ ANNULUS 61.8 53 8.8 535.0 ^-,71.0
.ANNULUS AMBIENT 53.0 48.0 5.0 457.0 2,2go
ELECT/HEATERS ISA bi.8 a.,i6o '













^:, T^ N K S E C T I^ N ^^N^Rp^. ^YN^]]^
1NST^UM^NTATIDN CQNFIGURATIDN ^-^^y^'r^°^SpA^°°'"n`°"
^ ^AUAICH TEMPEnATUI^ES ^- °F LAIF^CH TEMPEI^ATTJRES -- °F
TC-2 TC-1 TC»i TC-2^^
{ 44 3$ CA903T/30D° CF31T/19D° -160 -1^4
=^'# 41 40 CA904T/66° CA197TJ315° 15 16
53 49 CA914T/ 186° CA204T/315° -45 -47
''	 ^^? -62 »7.0 GA909T/ 1$6° CA206TJ308° - 85 -40
,4	
E
^j ^ -SS - 62 CA910TJ306°
—5TA 272 CA208T/60° -6D -S9
' ^ ^ -79 —65 CA913T/6D° CA207T/30B° !0 -4E	
_ ^ ^ t^j -217 -220 CA911TJ3D6° CA178T /315° 70 37O
-216 •190 CA912T/60° CA179T/60' SD 42
w ^ ^ ^ -416 =417 CA90GTJ]66° ETA 2434.6 CA180'T/128° 55 5D
^1G 41G CA907TJ1$6° CA20ST/308° -105 -1OD
-,, ^ ^ -416 -418 i CA408T/306° CA198T/308° 55 21
'
^'
-'S3 - 50 CA979T/ 180' 5TA 2Q22 — CA952T/293° -135 -122
^. -^64 -4q CA972T/18D° CA960T/69° -145 -133
^r -74 -85 CA973TJ100°
^
CA953T/293° -255 -273
"" ? -35 -40 CA974'I'/0° CA9&1TJ69° -250 -i95
-S3 -40 CA97ST/270° CA954T/293° -295 -30a
`	 ' -145 -155 ^ CA978T J I$0° CA962TJ69° - 300 -300












.IS^^ 173 P5ID CASS93P yS. ABDIZNE
r.. ,	 .048 P5II7 MIN FOR WINDS IESS
THAN 33 KNOTS. LACTNCI3	 ^_^,..
wuvD ^ 7^¢ If1Y0TS FOR Tc--I/^
^.^





















































^:, ^ FRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY -GAS CONDITIONING 13,ND PURGIl^TG
_^ ® PRELA^RTCI'! TANK HEATING
r,
® ASCENT THERMAL EN^ONMENT AND RESPONSE
^, ^ SPACE AND V` FHrCLE IIVDUCED EN^OI+IMENT
^f
L' 1




—THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFQRT^.ANCE
^,;: ® THREE—LAYER SHIELDING
F^ ,,.^
— THER^I/IAL RESPONSE AND PERFC}RNiANCE
4	 ^.a
® TiTANYU^III STUB ADAPTER AND GROUND PLANE/SHIELD
r: :s --^— THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^^ ® WIRING MO]®ULE STRUCTURE/TY'PICAL PENETRATION 	 ^—^.-f:
i	 ^ -^--^ THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE.
'^.:^





;::,	 _	 _	 _.
^^








t ;a TABLE 3-.z ,
c'7 LIZ B01L-QFF TESTS Di3RING TCD
r:-
- TESL NUt^ER l 2 3
^^.y
r? PURGE RATE HIGH HIGH i	 HIGH
'^	 ^ U,GIAGE P.^ESStktE (p;;IA } 21'.00 24 ,86 ^	 21.1^F
I^ r^
ELAp^ T33!9E 5'7.63 FT3
	- 22.93 23.92 ^	 23.91
^. ^ 803,-4F^' FROM 99.8	 To 95^ (^,^EG}
::3 DENSITY	 I<B	 T$LH2
	(	 ^'	 ) ^. 03 ^E.	 03 ^	 ^. 03
^ ' HEAT OF VAPORIZATION (BTU^LB} 3.89.2 189.2
^
^ 1$9.2
r '" AVERAGE HFAT RATE TO LIQUID (BTU^HR} 123,000 317,900 ^ 11$,400





: HEAT RATE TO FULL TANK I,xQ^IxD (BTU f HR } 127, 220 122 ,120 r 122, 220
r- t


























.	 ^; TABLE 3-z^




r:.^ ^--^ - ^	 ----	 _- _ ^ ^.^--^-- -	 --------^-- --- -
w1




iTL^,,AGE PRESSURE {PS^A) 30.95 3Q.79 3O.7g
.., E^PSm TIl^ roR 1.6^ FT3 - - - - - -~ 8.7^- 12.075 12.055
^,
_:.^
BorL-a^F FROG z00.2^ To 9g . &^ { r^TES}
;,; zoo DErrszTr (LB/^^^) 6g. a 6g . 0 69.0
^..
HEAT OF VAPORTZATTON ($TU/^,B) ga.a q0.a 90.0
^ l.:,
:,. ► NET HE4T RATE TO LQ^ {BTU/HR) 7i,Sao 5.,600 51,7
i (W/a.LHe CHT^LL^©WN)	 ^ 1
t	 ^.' f











^^ ^.^ 104 (AF?` TQ S^A I^DFRAME) .
:...^
-	
^	 ^ •STUB ADAFTIIt (S^A}	 9,565
^ sm^LZ	 93,2x5
r `- 'i SUMP FWl3 QF VEAL
	 364
.;	 ► 9^5 SuM^ AF'T 4F SEAL	 gg4
^.2oc3	 ^ z^NES & MA^rr vALVES	 x,994
', ^ I^iTII^MEDTA2'E Ei}LHIiFAD	 1^2^-0





2^ ^ ULIAGE	 2,644



















^ _	 3, 245	 ^	 ^ HQ^TUM HJRGE




^	 ^.2^+p STiR4iTD SIDE	 5,$30




CAMP'T T4 TANK AND-VENT
-	 ^ ^ ^	 S^.`ilB A1^AP^ER	 9,565




"^	 ^0,310^ -	 VENT DISCONNECT	 1,744
' P
T4TAt,	 105 ^ 384
^:.
r.^







aS & M47N VALVES	 1330
TO`^^ x,02 	 x-5510
• !uM^^ATE HUL^{HF^1}	
—7.240
NEST Z02 HEAT	 X370
^, L02 	 ^+56io
VENT	 ^	 X90







THERMAL AND MEAT TRAN^EER
„, ^ PRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY isAS CONDTTIONI^FG AND PURGING
^,:
® PRELAUNCH TANK HEATING
r..,..
^:




® SPACE AND ^IEHICLE Il+FDUCED ENVIl30NMEI^1'T
® FORWARD BULKHEAD MULTILAYER INSULA'T'ION




-- THERMAL RESFt3NSE AND PERFORMANCE
,.^
® TITAN^#M STUB ADAPTER AND GROUND PLANEjSH.^ '^]LD
i---^ -^-^- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^ WIRING MODULE STRUCTURE /TYPICAL PENETRATION
z; -- THERMAL, RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE























^ _. ..	 r... ,l 	.`. .y	 -,	 ...^	
xnti}twtn,.xr_	 +3. 'ti r'fRF 3..'.?'	 .rc§?t_:,,^k,+'94`F e: SY4';t11S6>^°..^'5^.. ....	 :...	 ... ..:.	 .... ..^__..	 ,:.
CDMPARTNIENT 41lND ^A GAS TEI^f ^RATUf^^
H 1 S TQ l^'1 ^.S
—°---- PRELAUNCH ES`TIMAT^
















V^IY TfNG ^i^3	 -	 -^ ----




6 	 ^	 ,
O^
yr-z3 	










~ ^ ^ 4 ^.	 _ _
^^
O	 If	 *^	 9D	 ^O	 SO	 X19	 7,0
TIME 1N SE'CQNDS FROM LiFTOf F
Iy^
4dD.3b^
' LA UN C K PLUME HEATING
^ !/JED ,'Y SIMULATION
TIM£-^.SECL^NDS FLUX --BTU/M^-FT`
O	 CdD	 i
►^'^ 2	 ! ZOt7	 ^3	 Z2Bf^4	 2 Z80	 .









I2C t. IZ 9












- ^' p-^	 E^
^ t m! I
^O	 `` ^ ^ D
1	 ^f1 ^	 o CA ^sT'	 STA 2132 /29B ^	 •	 ^ ^	 `^	 ^ ^	 ^ a ^ ^
^ ^^ ^ ^'	 a CA16TT	 STA 2144 / 298 ` ` ^ _{	 ^ ^^	 o CA tGBT	 STA 2159 / 29B 1''
^ ^ ^ o POST FtI^Nr sllwuc.^a^rloa -r TRANSIT1OIV	 RE • ^.10^
^^ m	 - HEAT/NG FAC 7^aR -- O.6^
^
^ ^
^^ ®	 — - - NEAT I/YG FACTOR -0.4
O	 100	 2D0
TIME !N S^CDN^S FROM L^IUNH
VI-24
:-	 ,,... ,.^^,^:^.7Glrrp'








..-	 Cs^1.r^t3AaUe^i.-, ...,,w ^^,..,,^.»,^.Ord:.-r...,r^.,^^.^^,w^,^-.^,^...^rA.^«,a^^,«..e.^..kmr+.Me-sa:l.a^
	 ...	 ^	 ...






.	 2209 STA 2177.9 CAB5T
	
STA	 TITAN/CENTAUR
























^	 l	 (	 I







0	 GO	 120	 lbu	 •'-111	 300	 360	 4 0	 480






t^ ^ Nf^# AL ClYi+lAI^AIC^
THE R^tAL AID D HEAT TRA S ER
L^
PRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY GAS CONDITIONING AND PURGING
PRELAUNCH TANK HEATING
+^ ASCENT THERMAL ENVIRONMENT AND RE8FON5E
a^ SPACE AND VEAICLE INDUCED ENYUtONMEN'T
^ FOR^YARD BULKHEAD MULTILAYER INSULATION
— THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• THREE—LAYER SHIELDING
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• T1'TANIUT4f STUB AI]APTER AND GROUND PLANE/SHIELD
•	 — THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
•	 WIIRING MODULE 3TFtriCTURE/TYPICAL PENE'X'RATIUN
— THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE





^^.	 _ . _...;.w. _.. ^...








^	 "' TITAN SEPARATION
r-.„ SOLAR (135 °)
^- -• SOLAR (3 I5 °}
'^:





































^, ,.^	 0	 b0	 120	 180









.5^^ ^1^^ ^J^I^T^	 C^^^	 ^ ^^^^^^^^^	 ^^
^^











^..^.^i.	 • r.. ^e ^^ . .r . ^......	 .. ^..^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ .	 s ....... ^. ^	 ..^ r +..P ^.	 .ter	 ^
r
^ +^..,.






















^	 ^	 _:	 _	 ,	 .;
. _	 ^,
























!^	 ^	 ^'^'^ 1^r^r ^^^rur ^^ ^w^^fw^ WTI!
	
•	 ^	 '^ 7
'	 -	 (	 ^	 .,
s
s




THERMAL AND HEAT TRANSFER
o PRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY GAS CONDITIONING AND PURGING 	 _ __—
+^ PRELAUNCH TANK HEATING
^	 ARCEP^T THERMAL ENVIItONM[ENT AND RESPONSE 	 1
^-
^ SPACE AND VEAICLE FNDUCED ENVIRONMENT
s
^+	 F^DRWARD BULKHEAD MULTILAYER INSULATION
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
o	 THREE-LAYER SHIELDING
----- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
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Minutes CAg52T CA453T GAg54T Osolar Qre -rad Qout -mid Qnet Qcal Qsolar Amid -in Qnet Qcal Qin -tnk Qnet Qcal
125 554 554 419 108.9 - 145.50 0 3.4 0 0.52 - 1.74 -1.22 0 -1.28 0.46 1.48
130 378 53b 425 0 - 22.87 1. 8g -20.98 -22.87 0 -I. 37 -3.26 -7.31 -1.35 0.02 0.81
135 310 513 425 0 -	 10.34 1.80 --	 8.54 - 7.84 0 -1.01 .-2.81 -6.41 -1.35 -0.34 -1.08
140 276 483 419 0 -	 6.50 1.42 - 5. 0$ - 3.70 0 -0.64 -2.06 -5.46 -1.28 -0.64 -1.68
145 259 460 407 0 -	 5.04 1. lb - 3.88 - 2.34 0 -0.47 -1.63 -4.66 -1.14 -0. 67 -1.74
150 248 442 401 0 -	 4.24 0.99 - 3.25 -	 1.80 0 -0.33 -1.32 -3.88 -1.07 -0.74 -1.•73
155 360 435 395 108 -	 18, 8 0, 60 89.8 88.8 0.52 - 0.31 -4. 39 0 -i. OD -0. 69 -1. 71
160 540 460 385 1D8 - 95.2 -1.28 11.5 10.8 D. 52 -0. 62 1. IS b. 40 -0.90 ^0. 28 0
165 555 490 3g0 108 -106.3 -1, i8 0.5 2.2 0.52 -4. 94 0. 76 6.24 -0.95 -0.01 1.42
I7D 560 510 3g5 106 -110.2 -0. q8 - 3. Z 0 0.52 -1. 18 0. 32 5.02 -1. QO 0. 18 2.05
175 560 534 416 10$ -110. Z -0. b2 - 2.8 0 0.52 -1.39 -D. 25 3. 17 -1.16 0.23 2. IO
180 560 540 42D 108 -110.2 -0.42 - 2.6 0 0.52 -1.48 -0.54 2.58 -1.28 0.20 2.14




















i	 SUMMARY OF 3-LAYER RADIATION SHIELDING APPLIGATION AND PRE-LAUNCH CONDITIONING
^;	 ^ .
Inter-












rotor Off Item Min Tem Inner Outer Flux or Qualitative^4}
Tank Sidewall None Ycs Bare CRES i,HZ He/Cold -385 -i15 0.7 Stu/hr-ftZ
LHZ Sump Fwd of Bulkhead Yes No Bare CRES LHZ He/Cold -384 -35D Double Abave{3^
LFiZ
 Sump Aft of Bulkhead Yes No White Painted F.G. Wrapped LHZ GNZ/7D°F -- +ZD Meas. Failed
Foam
LH Z
 Feed Line Yes Na TedlarJMylar Shieid Over Foam- LHZ GNZ/55°F +45 +55 1. 6 to 2.7 Stu/hr-ftZ {3}
He Purged Pra-Launch
LOZ Tank Periphery Yes Nn Aare CRES LOZ GNZ10°F" -ZD5 -55 i_25 Btu/hr-ftZ
LOZ
 Sump Yes No Aluminized Mylar Over Foam I.OZ GNZfbS°F -1D +50 {3}
LOZ Feed Line Yes Na Tedlar/Iviylar Shield Over Foam LOZ GNZ /60 °F -- +40 1.4 to 4.0 BtuJhr-ft2 {3^
Membrane Under Bard Shield None Random $are CRES LOZ GNZ/Cool -55 {x) +3D 2.7 Btu/hr-ftZ
MechanicaiJElectronic Equip Yes No Bare &Fainted Metal/Plastics Gompo- GNZ/50°F Ambient <l. 0 Stu/hr-ft2 {3}
nent




''^"	 {1} Helium gas dew point is <-63.5°F-
Nitrogen gas dew point entering ESA is < -ZD°F.





{3] Resolution of low heat Flux is poor.
{4} Indicated heat flux through shielding compares to maximum 125 Btu/hr-[t Z solar Ilux absorbed an outer shield,
_^
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TABLE 7-IV. SPACE HEATING OF STUB ADAPTER 	 ^°"""'°`"`^"







'SOLAR QRE -RAD QADAPTER QNET QCALORIMETRIC
2 :05 25 7 0 -6.3 -0.1 -6.4 -1.5
2:06 275 91.1 -8,3 -0.2 82,6 93.2
2:07 315 91.1 -14.3 -0.5 76.3 49.0	 __-
2:09 355 91.1 -23.1 -0.9 67.1 40.9
2:12 395 91.1 -35.4 -1.4 54.3 40.0
2:16 435 31.1 -52.0 -2.1 37.3 32.4	 .^
2:23 475 91.1 -74.0 -3 , 0 14.1 15.0
2:30 495 91.1 -87.3 -3,6 0.2 0
2:32 495 0 -87.3 -3.6 -90.9 -71.3
2:33 475 0 -74.0 -3.0 -77.0 -55.3
2:37 435 0 -52.0 -2,1 -54.1 -28.8
2:42 395 0 -35.4 -1.4 -36.8 -20.0	 -.^ ----
2:50 395 0 -23.1 -0.9 -24.0 -11.8
3:02 320 0 -15.2 -0.5 -15.7 -5.8
THERMAL MANEUVER AVERAGE RATE
_ -214 
3 
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THERMAL AND HEAT TRANSFER
• PRELAUNCH THERMAL CONTROL BY GAS CONDITIONING AND PURGIIIG
• PRELAUNCH TANK HEATING
• ASCENT THERMAL ENVIRONMENT AND RESPONSE
• SPACE AND VEAICLE II^IDUCED ENVIRONMENT
• FOR"r1VARD BULKHEAD MULTILAYER INSULATION
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
•	 THREE-LAYER SHIELDING
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
TITANIUM STUB ADAPTER AND GROUND PLANE/SHIELD
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
+^ WIRING MODULE STRUCTURE/TYPICAL PENETRAT^N
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE





Figure•	^Cire tunnel and aft seal plate temperature measurements.
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CONTRIBUTING AREA 584-1900 SEC 2173-5773 SEC 5784-16584 SEC
80FORWARD BULKHEAD AFT TO S/A MIDFRAME 115 50
CREVICE FORWARD TO S/A MIDFRAME 150 110 75
STUB ADAPTER (S/A)/RING 600 285 245
SIDE WALL SHIELDING 80 125 330
WIRING TUNNEL MODULE 36 29 43
RECIRCULATION LINE 110 80 40
SUMP FWD OF BULKHEAD 5 5 4
SUMP/BLKHD ATTACHMENT 13 15 10	 ^-
SUMP AFT OF BULKHEAD 61 48 47
LH2 BOOST PUMP 50 67 57
FEED LINES 176 82 40
MAIN VALVES 12 12 15
DESTRUCTOR 75 62 32
H 2 VENT VALVES 30 70 120
H2 VENT DUCTS 8 S 10
LH 2 PRESSURE SENSE LINES 3 5 6	 .-	 ----
FWD DOOR HARNESSES 7 11 8
HELIUM DIFFUSER 110 65 28	 s
LH2 FILL AND DRAIN PORT 19 9 18
SEAL PLATE SUPPORT STRUTS 60 36 29
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•• L02 TANK SHIELD INSULATION KIT ~ - THERMAL RESPONSE AND L02 TANK FLIGHT HEAT RATES .. INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD PERFORMANCE FROM PROPELLANT ENERGY BALANCES 
• TANK VENT SYSTEMS 
- THERMAL RESPONSE 
• ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT E - THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORM..4.NCE 
[ • HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE 
C • H202 SYSTEM 
I - THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE 
[~ ~--
• H2<>2 SYSTEM EXHAUST IMPINGEMENT HEATING ENVlRONMENT 
l • MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM 
-
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE 
~--
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TABLE ?-X I. S UMMA_R Y OF LOS TANK AVERAGE HEATING	 ^'"a'r°'
RATES DURING COASTS fBtulHR).
COAST
CONTRIBUTING AREA
CYLINDRICAL SECTION 2.75" HIGH
2240 RING
WIRING TUNNEL AFT BULKHEAD
3" HIGH BARE PERIPHERAL AREA
8" HIGH 3-SHIELD INSULATED AREA
FIXED/LEAifAGE SHIELDS OUTSIDE THRUST
BARREL (BASIC)
BASE GAS SACK-FLOW DEGRADATION
EQUIP. CONDUCTION OUTSIDE THRUST BARREL
TOTAL OUTSIDE THRUST BARREL
FIXED/LEAKAGE SHIELDS INSIDE THRUST
BARREL (BASIC)
BASE GAS BACK-FLOW DEGRADATION
EQUIP. CONDUCTION BETWEEN SUMP &THRUST BARREL
TOTAL BETWEEN SUMP &THRUST BARREL
SUMP W/3-LAYER SHIELD BOOT
EQUIP. CONDUCTION TO SUMP
BOOST PUMP CONDUCTION TO SUMP
TOT^7^ SUMP
FEED LINES AND L0 2 BLEED LINE
MAIN VALVES
TOTAL LINES &VALVES
TOTAL L02 TANK INPUT




THERf^AL AND HEAT "RAN 5EER
LO2 TANK SHIELD INSULATIaN KIT
— THERMAL RESPONSE AND LO Z TANK FLIGHT HEAT RATES




--- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
H^O^ SYSTE M
— THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
H^O2 SYSTEM EXHAUST IMPINGEMENT HEATING EN^ONII^ENT 	 ^..r
MAIN PROPULSION SYSTE M
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE







































J.1V .R a ^L
^ a
TOTAL
	 32, 020 120, 445 100, 844







I27aa 1570 833 2085 1404 71? ifi71 1174
1541 1233 924 1045 710 605 1045 710










'I 1987 1479 2689






4.. ^ j	 Catrvair Qivisian
^,,	 PROPELLANT HEFTING AGREES ^YITH PREDICTIONS
^Y
^ ^	 PRELAUNCH	 1ST COAST	 2ND COAST	 3RD COAST






'^_^	 NET	 49, 4D0 43,34fi 36, 785 	 4174 2191 955 2367 1277 434 2084 1260 207
F '	 MEASURED	 48, 300 BY BOILOFF	 2717	 2403	 1077




`PREDICTIONS FROM 965-4/HT72/025 WITH 22-NUNC7''rE FIRST COAST t^VTERPOLATEp
^^	 BETViTEEN 12- AND 30-MINUTE CC3AST PREDICTIONS
i_ ^
V^-73
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cony. oFv^w,
TABLE 7-XII.	 INDICATED	 INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD HEAT





TOTAL HEAT INPUT FROM H2 ENERGY 2270 2270
AND MASS BALANCE
SUMMATION OF EXTERNAL HEAT INPUTS 1720 1174 1237
;^	 INDICATED INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD HEAT RATE 1096 933
LO2 TANK
NET HEAT INPUT FROM 02 ENERGY 2403 1077
'.^	 AND MASS BALANCE
'	 SUMMATION OF EXTERNAL HEAT INPUTS 3950 3337 2203^





INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD HEAT RATE RANGE
PREDICTED RANGE FOR LH 2 WET JOINT CREVICE
PREDICTED RANGE FOR LH2 DRY JOINT CREVICE
VI-74
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:^ a
^- ^ ® TANK WENT SYSTEMS




^"' —THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^..^
® HYDRAULTC SYSTEM





--- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^^
^`^ ® H^OZ SYSTEM EXHAUST TMPTNGEME^^'T' HEATTNG EirTV]RONNYENT 	 `'-^
^.	 a
;.	 ; ^ i11gATN PROPULSTON SYSTEM
La
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^' f:^^	 COd^IPDNENT TE^P^Rfi^Tl^RES
} r.}
'T'EMPERATURE ° F
t1IF~I'OFF CSS ,IETTiSOi^T `^40 ECONDS^MEAS.
TC-1 7'C-2 TC-1 TC-^ TC-^ TC-^NO. DESCRIPTION
CTr3i 'I' C-BAWD 'I'Ii'ANSPONDER .6f 7U fi5 73 72 75
CC^Q^T SCU 1EIOU5^i TG WEB fi4 72 fi3 72 63 72
CESfiT RSC BA,T'I° 1 INTERnAL 83 I08 79 98 77 94
CE57T RSC I3ATT 2 INTERNAL 97 57 89
_
79 86 77
CE108T MAIN BATT 1 INTERNAL 95 X37 98 B9 97 90
CElU9T MAIlV 133A'F'T 2 INTERNAL 8l ^J1 8^ 9i. 82 92
CEiIOT MAIN IIATT 3 iNTEItNAI., 92 ^	 '78 9$ 82 95 $Ei
C5^3i 1T SIU SKIN 4i5 ^	 74 G5 75 G9 77
C13DDT ^	 IItU Si^II^ INTERNAL 8D 82 8T B4 8^^ SG
CI31GT SEU IN'TEI^N /# L 55 72 G;3 73 G5 74
CK34T DCU SKIIv Z7 8`7 81 9I $7 ^	 9^
CM47T IFtGU GYRQ BLOCK 77 87 7? 89 8fi 83
CT58T SIG. COI+IDX"TIONER ND. 1 62 70 61 7D 6th G9
CT57T SIG. C{7NI]ITTONETt NO. 2 82 81 8i. 8D 8I 8a
t;TSaT EQUIPMENT MODULE MUX I fi3 72 6T 70 fiI fig
CT53'I' THIIUS 'T' SEC `T'ION MUX 2 76 71 74 G9 75 fiB
CT61T S-BA,N13 XMTR INTERNAL - PCM 71 87 79 ^$ 92 T48
CTG2T S-BAND XMTR IN 'T'ERNAL - FM 72 82 75 $$ 83 94
CT'15T EQUIP MODULE INSTR. BOX G? 73 6^4 72 b4 72
CT7fiT AFT T3ULKHEAD INSTR. BOX 7i. 75 70 72 fig 71
CT77T C-2 INST1^. T3OX 73 62 70 68 69 fi3
_	 L_.^









START COAST END COAST
CB1T C-BAND TI?ANSI?ONDER ^+BU +8I
CC2a2T SCU ROUSING WEB +72 +8fi
CE56T RSC BATT 1 INTERNAL +8a +57
CE57T RSC BATT 2 INTERNAL +fib +47
cE1a8T MAIN BATT 1 INTERNAL +s6 -^I08
CEIa9T IVIAIN BATT 2 INTERNAL x'92 +9fi
CEIIOT MAIN BATT 3 INTERNAL +93 ^ I06
CSBIIT SIU SKIN +84 +IQZ
CI300T	 - IRU SKIN INTERNAL +85 +87
CI316T SEU INTERNAL +7fi ^^82
CK30T DCU SKIN +104 +127
CM4^TT IRGU GYRO BLOCK +10a +115
CT56T SIG. CONDITIONER NO. 3 -^8 +69
t i STT SiG. CONDITIONER NO. 2 +77 +98
CT5BT EQUIPMENT MODULE MUX I -+^fi7 '+6I
CZ'S9T TIiRUST SECTION MUX 2 +fi7 +84
CT81T S--BAND XA'ITR INTERNAL - PCRI +124 +I48
CTfi2T S-BAND XMTR INTERNAL - FM +103 +114
CT75T EQUIP MODULE INSTR BOX +71 +72
CT7fiT AFT BULKfiIrAD INSTR BOX +70 +75
CT77T C2 INSTR BOX +54 +45
^^f ^. ^, _ ___




STAR 'L' 1ST START 2ND START 3RD
NO.	 ^]ESCRIPTION ROLL ROLL ROLL
CB1T	 C—BA^tD TRANSPONDER 85 85 89
CC202 'T	 SC1T II®USCG 'DEB 102 98 x.10
CE56T
	 RSC BATT g LkVTERNAL 42 50 4^
CE57T
	 RSC BA 'I`T 2 LNTERNAL 34 37 30
CEIOST	 MAIN BATT 1 INTERNAL. 11: 117 121
CE109T
	 MAIN BA 'I'T 2 LHTERNAL 99 101 105
CE110T	 MA^P3 BA'L'I 3 LNTERi^AYa 111 117 121
CS811T	 SIU SKIN 114 112 125
Cff300T	 IRU SKIN INTERI^ 'AL 81 87 8$
CI3fl6T	 SEU E^1 '7CERNAL 77 90 89
CK30T	 DCU SKIN 139 f3S 147
CM^7T	 IRGU G^'RO BL®CK 13^. 125 136
CT56T
	 SIG. CONDITI[^'3NER NO. 1 72 68 72
CT5?T
	 SIG. CONI]ITIONER NO. 2 105 98 99
CT58T
	 EQUYPENT MODULE M^JX 1 53 59 53
CT59T
	 THRiJST SECTION MUX 2 95 82 86
CT61T
	 S — BANX.3 XMTR INTERNAL, — PCM 166 148 167
CT62T	 S—BAND XNiTR INTERNAL — FM 109 133 124
CT?5T
	 EQUIP ^IIODULE LNSTR BOX 70 68 S7
CT76T	 AFT BULIKHEAD LNSTR BOX 70 69 fig
CT7?T
	
C2 I^TSTR BOX 43 40 36
,3---
_...BLS I
CFNi'At^ C'1M;ir;ZI4T :4^^ftN^AL CarTAOL
AS BiDICF.TE.^ B'e TC-2 BATA
r^AS.












	 c-au^D x^rrora+ gEiti-3-7o-39 -41 to ill -b5 to 16o b9.5 to toa
____
^ ^ cc2D2T
	 scv xousnac ul:B 988-3- 7a-85
-58 to I15 -7b to 1kD 7D Ln	 132 2
'^^-r CET56T
	 RSC BATTERY 1 LR'I 'EFd1AL 988-3-7D-107 -70 to 128 N^A 42 to 107 ^
^ }'d CET57T	 RSC BATTERY 2 ITiTEIarAL 988-3-70-107 -70 Lo 128 N/A 30 to 84
^n CET108T
	 ?IAIP BATTERY 1 IN1'ERNAI. 965- ^+/HT7^►/053 56 Lo 175 40 to 200 86 to 135 4
^ CETld9x	 NAIli BATTERY 2 I2PTER1 [AL 965 -L/I^7^/o53 62 to 152 40 to 200 91 to 114 ^
CFT1303'	 RAIN BATTERY 3 INTERIiAL gfi5 -L/NT7^►/O53 SB to L7S LO to 20D 77 to lk0 ^
C1300T	 IRU SKIN IPT"I^PAL xONEYKEII, k0 to i30 82 Lo i00
ci316T	 sEU I1ITERNAL rioNEYwEI.L uo to 13D 72 to u3
CK3df	 DG'll sKIIr ^ cicdyna itcm,l5 ^14 to 203 - 4 to 170 65 to 162 •
Ct^+7T	 IRGU GYRO BLOCK 966-3/RTl/005 - 6 Lo 139 -12 to lk2 88 to 153 3
CS611T	 SIU SKIN 9e8 - 3-72-16 -51 to lSk -69 ^ 172 74 to 147
CT56T	 SIGl;AL i.ONDITIO^rEA :70. I 988-3-70-70 -LO to <172 -76 to 170 68 to	 85
CTSBT	 R;MU 1 {EQ. MGDULE} Teiedyna Item 15 lb to 150 53 La 	 71
CTbIT	 5-BARD TOTl'fl IRTERNAL {pCb!} 965-^ /HT73f 017 - 1 to 169 -22 to I7G 86 Lo 172 4
CT62T	 S-BAUD XM.''Ii	 I1ITEIINf+L (F}{} 988-3-70-14 - 7 to 155 -22 to 176 82 to 159 ^
CT75T	 INSTR. BOX {EC, HODL'LE} 9b5-4/72/053 21 to 130 -65 to 165 bb to	 73
CA905T	 IRU OUT3QAIZD t^tAi 988- 3-71 -19 -12 to 182 N/A 64 to 161 "
CF133T	 ^	 AFT ^O:U. PAIiEI. PLATE 988-3-71-02 -50 to 147 F/A -36 Lo	 60 ^-- ,^ ^
4
CF134T	 ^	 AFT PNEII PANEL N0. 2 965-4/Ir174/Olb -80 to 170 N/A -26 to	 04 ^] ^
'CT57:	 i	 SIrr^AL COI:DITI01^r.R l^0. 2 988- 3- 7o -7D -32 to 172 -76 to 176 77 to 105 ^
^•59T	 ^ RMU x ('*xR!^ST S'c."..IO'i:} eledyn^ Item 15 14 to 150 64 to	 95 ^^ ^;
CT76T	 lII:">1'R 80X (AFT BULKrO;aDti 965-k/1IT72/o53 21 to 1j0 -65 Lo 165 b5 Lo	 75
`_
CT77T	 C-2 £" IN° INCTfl B0:(
^
988-3-70-73 -1 5 to	 95 -65 to 165 11 to	 69 ^- ^ -
^C^1 - Sf.c^afiNCE CONTROL [KNIT 1. UF:SHADfa AREA REI"IiESEN1'C QUALIFICATID;i sL1r;^E^
R::C - It1.17'^c SAFETY COtiTROL EXCEPT W}OwRE NOT1;D.	 SHADED AREA I5 TC-2
IAU - IYER?AIL REFERENCE +1tiIT ^ASUREA AGE•
SEl1 - SY^	 ^ ELECTR09ICS if?iIT 2. 8CU PREBICTED TEhiTP IS SKIN TErD'.
PG9J - DIGITAL CQF'CplTi'ER Lr;iT
IRr:rl - TN^TRU;•4'N'S'ATI11S RA'IF GYdO UNIT 3. Olff-OF-NAND TEMP RF::^P0;4GE I^ Av' STUAY
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® LOS TANS SHIELD ^ULAT%®N i^i'^€
°`' ^ THERMAL RESPONSE Add 	 ^ T.^ANE F`LIGII'Y° HEAT RATES
® I^ERMEffiPATE ^UL^{^, E^ P^iR 'Rlv^ ►^4s°E °®M ^^^P^^^^'^° ^^+R x^ ^ALA^^s^''a^r ;
^^	 7
® TAN ^	 ^^a^^'MS
THERL RESPONSE
_L'	 i
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--- THERMAL, RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
r-^::.	 k ® I^YDRAULIC SYSTEM
--M- T1gERMAL REShONSE AND PERFORMANCE
r. -	 e
-^-- 'I'rxE1q^^A►L RESPONSE ANA .PERFORMANCE
^.^
'`
-- - ^ kI^O^ SYSTEM E^HAU3T IMPI]^TGEMENT ^IEATING ENV'jRONMEI^'T'
f" 7
^ YU.^AIN PROPULSION SYSTEM
^.a
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LIFT— SHROUD MECO1 MECO TEMP.
MEAf3. OFF JETT. ME31 +186 ME91 MECO2 MESI MECO3 MES4 +3G8 END AT hTES —4
NO. COMPONENT OSEC 319 S 483 S 750 S 1900 S 2173 S 5773 S 5784 S 1G5F,4 S 1700G S 18242 S MAX hi1N.
CH2T C-1 HYD PWR PACK* 56 5G 68 80 79 138 120 120 73 88 80 75	 57	 ,_.__a
CIiST Crl HYD MANIFOLD 84 60 60 88 71 1G8 92 115 I00 102** 48 35
`	 CII9T C-1 RECIRC MTR HSG 56 50 56 58 72 74 115 120 76 82 100 ?4	 58
C1133T C-1 YAW ACCU DODY* 80 ?8 75 92 85 141 114 114 70 80 66
CI14T C-2 [[YD PWR PACK* 58 58 58 78 78 132 108 108 58 G9 59 G6
CIIGT C-2 HYD MANIFOLD 48 ^47 4G 104 fib 158 105 114 12 GO** 18 lOt
CI{lOT C-2 RECIIZC MTR HSG 60 52 62 80 95 88 88 100 G4 80 GO G5	 43
CII3GT C-2 PITC[i ACCU DODY* 72 69 70 90 84 140 115 115 G4 88 58
r
INDICATED MOUNT TEMPERATURES '
CPG3T	 C-1 TiiST CIIM JACKET SO 43 43 —25G —100 —256 —15 —60 20 —150 —215
CP745T C-1 ENG DELL 55000 TB 80 52 60 —325 50 —310 245 —40 230 —125 150
CP124T C-1 ENG LOX PUMP —74 —90 —80 —275 —145 —275 —142 —280 —75 —275 —230
CP98T
	
C-2 THST CHM JACKET 45 40 40 —265 —82 —265 —55 —160 —20 —160 —200
CP74GT C-2 ENG BELL 55000 TB G2 55 60 —320 —40 —300 0 —245 160 —1G0 —120
CP125T C-2 ENG LOX PUMP —55 —80 —82 —2G0 —100 —2G0 —150 —2G0 —?4 —2G5 —205
*SHIELDED
**MEC04 TEMPERATURES
tASSUMED MINIMUM WITH RECIRCULATION SYSTEM HEAT DEMAND. MINIMUM PREDICTION WOULD TURN
RECIRC SYSTEM ON AT MECO —3 +5800 SEC {ACTUAL OCCURRED AT MECO3 +962G SEC).
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THERMAL AND HEAT TRANSFER
• LOZ TANK SHIELD INSULATION KIT
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND L0 2 TANK FLIGHT HEAT RATES
• INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD PERFORMANCE FROM PROPELLANT ENERGY BALANCES
• TANK YSNT SYSTEMS
- THERMAL RESPONSE
• ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
® HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• H2O2 SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• H2O2 SYSTEM EXHAUST IMPINGEMENT HEATING ENVIlZONMENT
• MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• THERMAL CONTROL SUMMARY
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ra sa °F C A inu[ee
L75 85 881280 840'1295
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260 92^ 1291.11 8808305
186 72S 95 670316
1 L} 146 96F1282 855312
124 88 187 706307
Jla3 93S 901298 1171431
99 92CaL98 1351;31
262 10 .94 119131
96 i4D I41C?I 9004282
125 1066 92@282 740316
125 906 910316 4609285
415 181 ^2000^291 990!'277
1"L7 118 960285 8104'316
245 102E 143^a29. IOOC'^^31.
26-1 1086 ^132R29 0	 '2
220 606 4105282 69307
175 B1 B Ill(a31 72(4276
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E 11-III. SUMMARY OF H2O2 G01^1PONENT TEM-
	 '^°`"m°"












MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN. MAX MIN.
BOTTLES
(CP93, 659T)
95 90 0 0 85 82 89 $4 92 87 93 85
HEATED FULL LINES 87 70 -8 -3 101 70 127 89 160* 64 160 63(CP150, 151, 152, 153,
154, 155, 756, 831T)
HEATED EMPTY LINES 70 68 -27 -4 ?5 fib 190 87 190 70 192 65
{CP157, 158, 159T)
UNHEATED EMPTY LINES 84 66 -43 -17 76 65 152 47 250 7.07 148 75
(CP361, 714, 833T)
SHIELDED LINE 87 73 -17 1 0 88 69 89 85 122 87 107 54
(CP156, 832T)
VALVES, ORIFTCE BLOCKS 78 65 -4 -2 78 63 113 90 182 96 155 77
(CP?10, 711, 834T)
ENGINE CHAMBERS 78 65 -28 -4 80 60(CP148, 149, 375, 376, 691,
693, 836, 837T}
^`	 *CP831T OSH @ 150°F ESTIMATE 160°F PEAK.
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THERMAL AND HEAT TRANSFER
•	 L02 TANK SHIELD INSULATION KFT
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND LOZ TANK FLIGHT HEAT RATES
• INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD PERFORMANCE FROM PROPELLANT ENERGY BALANCES
• TANK VENT SYSTEMS
-- THERMAL RESPONSE
• ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^ HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• H2OZ SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^ H2O2 SYSTEM EXHAUST IMPINGEMENT HEATING ENVIRONMENT
MALT PROPULSION SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• THERMRL CON'Y'ROL SUMMARY
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*RATIO OF MEASURED NORMAL FLUX TO PREDICTED FLUX.
VI-112
^ ^ PLtTME
IMPINGE- IMPINGE- LOCATION PREDICTION
AXIAL RADIAL MACH HEATMEA5. MENT SURF NiEAS. MENT NORMAL
NO. DESCRIPTION SOURCE TEMP FLUX ANGLE FLUX LEN. NO. FLUX F'^ BLOCKAGE
Btu/ Btu/ lit
°F HR-FT 2 DEG R-FT2 IN. IN. HR-FT2
-160 410 65 970 81 21 21 4100CP741T C-1 ENG BELL 2-S-IV .236 HELIUM BTL
S518 OTB > -30 100 65 238 21 500 .475
1-S-IV > -30 59 65 141 >25 310 .455
CP742T C-2 ENG BELL 1-S-II IN ISA >	 -30 123 65 289 81 21 >25 310 .930
S518 OTB 2-S-II -160 935 65 2260 21 4100 .536
>	 -30 83 65 196 21 500 .392
1-S-II ^ -30 54 G5 128 > 25 310 .412
CP745T C-1 ENG BELL 2-S-IV -160 800 60 1600 58 26 19 8000 .200 HELIUM BTL
S500 OTB > -60 107 60 213 19 900 .237 I
1^-IV > -60 43 60 86 22 560 .153 i
CP746T C-2 ENG BELL 2-S-II -160 1080 60 2160 58 26 19 8000 .270
5500 OTB > -60 95 60 190 19 900 .211
1-S-II >	 -60 36 60 72 22 560 .129
CP743T C-1 ENG BELL 1-S-II IN ISA >	 -60 77 50 121 66 56 -
55071NB 2-S-II -160 685 50 1070 26 1430 .750
> -60 129 50 200 26 330 .605










TABLE 12-IV. QUANTITATIVE IMPINGEMENT FLUX_^
^





MEAB. MENT SURF MEAS. MENT NORMAL AXIAL RADIAL MACH HEAT
NO. DESCRIPTION SOURCE TEMP FLUX ANGLE FLUX LEN. NO. FLUX F* BIACKAGE
Bt Btu/ St
'F HR-^I^T 2 DEG HR-FT2 IN. III. HI^F'T2 --
CP752T C-1 LH2 PUMP 2-S-IV -160 270 10 274 30 20 18 3200 .036 UNDERBRED
DI9CIi LINIr 1-B-IV ALL . 135 10 137 --
CP754T C-1 LH2 JKT 2-S-IV -160 160 46 228 34 24 195 2500 .091 UNDERBRED•^,^
^ INLET LIN£ 1-S-IV ALL 65 45 78 —
CA309T L02 DUCT' 2-5-IV -00 425 80** 8G0 22 24 24 720 1.180
OUTER RAD to 175„^
SHIELD 1-8-IV -80 270 80** 540 —
LJ to 175
r•w CP159T C2D4 LIT2 D/P 2-S-IV 100 to 18b 85'^"^' 438 21 35 35 280 1.88
H 2O 2 LINE 150
"^' 1-5-IV 125 to 9? 65'x` 230 —
175
CPa29T C-2 ENG PUMP 1-B-II IN IBA -180 665 50 1060 28 37 29 950 .1.120
^
SHIELD 2-5-QI -160 352 50 550 27 —
._
> -110 261 50 408 27 450 .910
1-S-II < -110 220 50 344 29 950 .381 UbII]ILICAL
*RATIO OF MEASURED NORMAL Fi.,UX TO PREDICTED FLUX. ISLAND
*'^PLUMI: INTT•:IIACT[ON WIT[I OBS'1'ItUCt1NG T30TTLT:S ANn R •I'RUCTUiiE AND RI?SULTANT











TABLE 12-V. COMPARISON OF IMPINGEMENT HEATING ON c^rD^°"









LENGTIi RADIAL 1 ENG 2 ENG
NO. COMPONENT SOURCE IN. IN. °F/MIN. °F/MIN.
CH9T C-1 RECIRC MTR HSG S—IV ENGINES 38 22 —	 0.4 LITTLE IMPINGEMENT, RISE
(SUN) DUE TO SOLAR HEATING
CH10T C-2 RECIRC MTR HSG S—II ENGINES 38 22 0.5	 1.5 AGREES WITH 1.7 °F/MIN.
(NO SUN) TOTAL RISE RATE OF 988-3-
71-90 (REF 34) FOR IMPINGE-
MENT.
CU240T C-1 SERVOPOSITIONER S—IV ENGINES 30 27 0	 0 I1^IPINGEMENT IS BLOCKED BY
(SUN) He BOTTLE.
CU241T C-2 SERVOPOSITIONER 5—II ENGINES 30 27 0	 2.5 AGREES WITH 2.4 °F/MIN.
(NO SUN) 70°F TOTAL RISE RATE OF 988-3-
EQUIL. 71-90 (REF 34}
TEMP.
CF15T NO. 2 HELIUM BTL S—IV ENGINES 19 13 1.4 AVG FOR 1ST AGREES WITH AVERAGE 1.7 °F/
TEMP (NO SUN) COAST' MIN. AT PROBE LOCATION
DURING 15T COAST FROM 965-4/
HT73/006 (REF 61}.
*SUBSEQUENT MAX TEMPERATURES (WITH EMPTY BOTTLE) OF 125°F DURING 2ND COAST I5 DUE TO CON-
DUCTION SOAKOUT FROM INSULATION AND HOT SPOT, 150°F DURING 3RD COAST DUE TO CONDUCTION
SOAKOUT OF ACCUMULATED SOLAR HEATING, 5.5 °F/1^IIN. MAX RISE DURING H 2O2 DEPLETION EXPERI-
MENT DUE TO SOAKOUT OF ACCUMULATED SPACE HEATING AND 2—ENGINE IMPINGEMENT PLUS SUN.
VI-114
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FIGURE 13-1. CENTAUR L0^`
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	 FIGURE 13-2. CENTAUR LH2 BOOST PUMP TEMPERATURES.
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C,^INE CHAM13^ YVE/f^ H^ A1dD CI^QCuMFERENT/AL AVE/2A4F




































	 MAXIMUM ENGINE WEIGHTED TEMPERATURES _
''' C-1 ENGINE C -2 ENGINE _
Cp Cp
WEIG T BTU/ MCp MCpT T BTU/ MCp MCpT
PORTION OF CHAMBER LB °F' LB °F BTU/ °F BTU °F LB °F BTU/ °F BTU
'	 COMBUSTION CHAMBER/THROAT 58 20 0.105 6, 08 121.8 —20 .101 5.86 117.2
LHZ INLET MANIFOLD
TRANSITION ZONE 13 120 0.111 1.44 173 A 50 .107 1.39 69.5
BELL
^.
31 200 0.114 3.54 708.0 140
s
.112 3.47 485.0
TOTAL 102 11.06 1002.8 1p.72 671.7
EMC pT
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^__.SUMMARY COMPARISON OF PROPULSION SYSTEM TEMPERATURES ( °R)
1 st 1 1/2 l{r Backuir 5 1/4 Hr 30 Min 20 Min 5 Min 2 Hr
TC-5 Dlission —^ Settled Coast 0-G Orbit 0-G 0-G 0-G 0^ 0-G
Coast Coast Coast Coast Coast14 hlin 35 hlin 9S1 htin 125 hiin
Item Deseri tiun Max Min Max A'fin Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max D1 in hlax Min
TC-2 Configuration
------Predictions
Fuel Duct Weighted 125 84 176 99 186 130 2UK 149 287 205 128 87 112 78 97 70 205 147
Oxidizer Duct Weighted ^ 188 175 215 175 209 185 222 189 295 198 187 177 182 175 175 175 222 188
Group Nodc:
5 Fuel Turbopump Housing 225 180 325 245 308 213 318 233 392 2135 238 18'L 210 167 160 132 313 233
9 Oxidizer Turbopump 292 198 398 206 315 223 323 236 397 267 254 192 233 187 233 190 320 235
Housing
7 Turbine Housing 362 300 371 289 337 244 334 249 398 282 345 278 347 288 363 310 328 250
5 or 6 Fuel Duct @ 200 228 249 331 182 177 180 246
CP751T 2791
43 Oxidizer Duct @ 193 201 217 294 183 180 175 214
C P750T 2411
Prestart Times (seconds)







































LH 2 7 ^7 I1 (7 9 ((7 11 (^7 17 (7 (7 ((7 ((7 ((7 ((7 ((7 11 ((9
17 11 ZO 7 7 7 11Minimum Prestart Time
TC-2 Data 22 Min 3 ll r
En ins C-1 C-2	 C-1	 C-2 C-1 C-2	 C-1 C-2 C-1	 C-2 C-1	 C-2 C-1	 C-2 C-1 C-2 C-1	 C-2
Fuel Turbopump 196 200 215 220 300 270 320 295 340 330 230 220 212 205 150 150 315 290
Housing
Oxidizer Turbopump 276 330 310 360 317 285 33'L 315 380 390 240 240 225 230 231 265 328 312
Housing
(231)* (253 (247)* (264)* (365 (368 (208)* (226)
Turbine Housing 332 :310 315 295 325 290 335 310 355 340 305 2P5 320 300 370 345 330 310
C-1 Fuel Duct @ 120 150 265 285 300 95 82 <60 282
C P751T
C-1 Oxidizer Duct (q^ 185 200 245 260 280 130 1fl0 185 'l55
C P750T
^
• Temperatures in ()are adjusted from the probe indicated temperature for gradients and probe thermal resistance effects during
,^	 impingement heating to yield more realistic L02 pump mass temperatures.
y	 t 3 lir (1-G Coast
VI-126
,,^:^,,	 ^..	 . _.,,.	 ,,..w ..	 ^.
1
`r
ENGINE INLET PROBE 1'Ek1PERl^TURES i3URII3C: FLIGHT
TIME FROM LIFT-OFF, HRS-MIN.
VI-127
:'.+fSd..S:sNi[3^Yii^:4iS,46^l^elrwli












CP 62T C -2 PUMP LH2 INLET
10
THERMAL AND HEAT TRANSFER
L02 TANK SHIELD INSULATION KIT
-- THERMAL RESPONSE AND L0 2 TANK FLIGHT HEAT RATES
^ INTERDIATE BULKHEAD PERFORMANCE FROM PROPELLANT ENERGY BALANCES
• TANK VENT SYSTEMS
- THERMAL RESPONSE
^ ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
^	 H2O2 SY3TE M
--- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• H242 SYSTEM EXHAUST IMPINGEMENT HEATING ENVIRONMENT
• MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM
- THERMAL RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCE
• THERMAL CONTROL SUMMARY
VI-12$
_	 . _ .	 .....
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• PRELAUNCH PURGING AND GAS CONDITIONING PROVIDED SATISFACTORY THERMAL
CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT AND PAYLOAD.
• INSULATIONS, NEW HEAT TRANSFER ATTENUATING STRUCTURE, AND THE NEW 3—LAYER
RADIATION SHIELD SYSTEMS PERFORMED WITHIN PREDICTIONS PROVIDING EXCELLEN-'T
THERMAL PROTECTION OF CRYOGENS DURING SPACE OPERATIONS.
• ASCENT THERMODYNAMIC AND VENTING ENVIRONMENTS AND RESPON5ES WERE WITHIN
PREDICTIONS AND CONFIRMED THE ACCEPTABILITY OF H 2O2 ENGINE FIRING WITHIN
THE LSA.
•	 TANK VENT SYSTEMS THERMAL RESPOT^iSE AND (:ONTROL WAS SATLSFACTORY. SECOND
TITAN/CENTAUR FLIGHT CONFIRMED L02 VENTING DURING AND AFTER PERIODS OF TANK
PRESSURE AND ACCELERATION COMBINATIONS CONDUCIVE TO BULK BOILING OF THE
L02 WHICH PUSHES LIQUID BULK FORWARD WITH SPILLAGE INTO THE STAND PIPE.
• THERMAL CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT WAS SATLSFACTORY DURING SPACE OPERATIONS OF
TC-2 DURATIONS. OVERHEATING TRENDS WERE DEVELOPING ON THE DCU AND S-BAND
TRANSMITTER AGGRAVATED BY SOLAR ENTRAPMENT AND RERADIATION OBSTRUCTION BY
THE HELIOS ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD, LOCAL HIGH DENSITY OF "HOT” PACKAGES, AND
	 ,r^_
THERMAL MANEUVER WITH REPEATED, MAXIMUM SOLAR ASPECT ON ALTERNATE ROLLS.






i HERMAE. CONTROl. SUMMARY
f;
• ^i202 SYSTEM THERMAL CONTROL WAS SATLSFACTORY WITH HEATED LINES AND 3—LAYER
SHIELD BOOTS ON UNHEATED SECTIONS AND FITTINGS. REDUNDANT PARALLEL FLOW
FEATURE WAS NOT EXERCISED. "HOT" ZONES DEVELOPED ON HEATED LINE5 IN RADIA-
TION TRAPPED LOCATIONS COMBINED WITH MAXIMUM DIRECT AND VEHICLE REFLECTED
90LAR RADIATION.
	
^^^	 ,^ "FREE" PLUME IMPINGEMENT HEATING RATES TO SURFACES AND EXPOSED COMPONENTS
	
f.:,	 WERE WITHIN PREDICTIONS. HEATING RATES WERE SOMETIMES HIGHER THAN PREDICTED
IN PLUMES SUBJECTED TO DEFLECTION, COMPRESSION, OR SHOCK INTERACTION BY
	
"`	 ADJACENT VEHICLE SURFACES.
^^^
• ENGINE IMPINGEMENT SHIELDS WERE LESS EFFECTIVE THAN ASSUMED DUE TO GREATER
INFLOW AND CONDUCTIVE/CONZ'ECTIVE DEGRADATION BY H2O2 EXHAUST PRODUCTS.
	
,,,,	 • TEMPERATURE RISE ON THE L02 TURBOPUMP DURING COASTS WAS HIGHER THAN PRE-
	
!	 DICTED DUE TO A COMBINATION OF WARMER TURBINE AT MECO, HIGHER IMPINGEMENT
SHIELD HEAT TRANSFER DEGRADATION, MAXIMUM SOLAR ASPECT TO THE SUN AND RE-
FLECTION FROM THE ENGINE CHAMBER. ENVIRONMENT/THERMAL MODEL MODIFICA-
TION ACHIEVED PREDICTIVE AGREEMENT WITH FLIGHT DATA.
'^
^ ENGINE CHAMBER BELLS LOCALLY HEATED HIGHER THAN PREDICTED FOR DIRECT SOLAR
IMPINGEMENT DUE TO UNIDENTIFIED NICKEL SPLASH COAT. CHAMBER WEIGHTED AVER-










• BOOST PUMP THERMAL RESPONSE AND CONTROL WAS SATLSFACTORY AND WITHIN 	 _ _
PREDICTIONS INCLUDING EXTRAPOLATION OF RESPONSE TO 5-1/4 HOUR COAST.
• MAIN PROPELLANT DUCTS WITH 3-LAYER RADIATION SHIELDING RETAINED PARTIAL
LIQUID FOR MOST, IF NOZ` ALL, OF COAST CONTRIBUTING TO WEIGHTED AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE WITHIN PREDICTIONS AND PRESTART DURATIONS WITH SIGNIFICANT
MAR GIN.
• ADVERSE OVERHEAT TREND DURING LONG COASTS WFTH VEHICLE HIGH DENSITY EQUIP-

















IV	 PROPELLANT TANK PRESSURIZATION
V	 PROPELLANT TANK THERMODYNAMICS
VI COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL




IX	 BOOST PUMP POST-MECO PERFORMANCE
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31 Oct 75MAIN ENGINE PERI= ORMANC E PARAMETERS
Burn Burn _	 Burn Bu*^n
Meas No. 1 No. 2* No. 3 No. 4 Typ "D" CP.ntaur
MES1 MECO1 MECO2 MESS MECO3 MES4 MECO4 ME52 hiECO2No. Description Units
C P46P C 1 Thrust Chan^.bQr Press psia 2 392 396 2 398 2 394 0 388
C P1B C 1 Pump Speed rprr. 0 12300 12240 0 12300 0 12610 0 12300
C P7P C 1 Fi:el Venturi Enlet psia 16 744 756 16 760 i6 771 16 ?40
Press
CP107P C1LO2 Pump Discharge psia 118 605 601 115 611 115 637 115 611
Press
CP194P C1 LH2 Pump Discharge psia 24 990 996 18 1402 24 1025 # ^
Press
CPST C1 Tur}-^ine Iniet'Temg °F -73 -65 -64 -108 -66 -96 -105 --i36 -81
CP47P C2 Thrust Chamber Fress psia 4 396 398 4 398 4 355 2 388
CP2B C2 Pump Speed rpm 0 1224D 1218D D 12DD0 0 12610 0 12300
CPSP C2 Fuel Venturi Inlet psia 16 723 727 12 723 i2 744 20 760
Press
CP108P C2 LO2 Pump Discharge psia 112 598 592 109 605 I09 630 109 608
Press
CP195P C2 LH2 Pump Discharge psia 29 965 971 24 972 24 1007 ^ ^
Press
CP6T C2 Turbine Inlet Temp °k' -68 -a8 -87 -171 -91 -116 -121 -136 -79
* ME52 Data Not Available







MAIN ENGINE START PERFORIVIANCE
• Slower accelerating engines resulted in reduced start impulse during the 3rd and 4th 	 '
start transients.




START IMPULSE SUMMARY (PER ENGINE) 	 `^^a"'7;
OBSERVED FLIGHT DATA (P WA CALCULATED)
	
MES1	 hIES2	 MF,S3	 MES4
.....	 MAX. -MIN.
	 hIAX. -MIN.
ENGINE	 PWA	 (AC-22--31 &
	
TC-2
	 (AC-25, 26, 28,	 TC-2	 TC-2 FLIGHTSPECiFI-	 IAT	 AC-34	 FLIGHT	 29, 31 & 34	 FI.`_1^T
CATICN	 DATA	 FLIGHTS)	 FLIGHTS)
^^^s' 14750^^'
;..1243
<• 1225 4::^^ ^^ ^>^.^ :::,
-	 ^^x:;>:lA -	 -C 28 C
.2
-. ^ k•.;::.^.•.: r C-2:^ 11 2^ 0
::E^:
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<^9 ^19^ ^C -27
.. }r.. k .. V^9 S A G
..:• 56
=r 	 _	 _>^..:.,:::
.: _ .9 6 ..::..::::::::
^9 A^^ -2 •	 -=:a C S^G^ •1•.^.... :.^^^^:8
 77 5
3	 - 1 >:9 C.	 .................. S 0
..........: .
AC-26 C-1	 _.^s:^	 -...........:.v.:::..:.:.:. . ^.::
::^r










::;:.._:^ 6750 :..:v	 >..::..:	
..:6507 C -2
CORRECTED	 NOT COR1ECTED




























9 The slower accelerating C-2 engine resulted in large (but acceptable) start
impulse differentials.
VII-4a
'3260 MAX . 2396
19p9






START IMPULSE DIFFERENTIAL -- SUMMARY
	
3io^t75
MES1 MF.S2 MES3 MLS4










29, 31, & 34
TC-2
FLIGHT TC-2 FLIGHT
IMPULSE IMPULSE FLIGHTS FLIGHTS)
6























ST^iRT IM PUE SE D f FFERENTI AE EFFECTS	 -	 -
MAXIMUM VEHICLE TURNING RATES
DURING ENGINE IGNITION TRE^NSIENT -
DEGREES PER SECOND 1VIAXIMUM ENGINEGIMBAL ANGLE -
PITCH	 YAW	 ROLL DEGREES
MES1 -1.50	 -0.12	 -1.44 +1.36
RATES DAMPED TO D.3 DEG/SEC OR LESS (C1 PITCH}
BY MESI +4 SECONDS
MES2 -4.30	 -0.40	 -3 , fiD +2.4
TLM DATA OBSCURED BY NOISE BEFORE (C1, C2 PITCH}
DAMPING OF MES TRANSIENT. HOWEVER,
DAMPING APPEARED IMMINENT ^-------
MESS -8.0	 +0.3
	 -4.2 +1.28
RATES DAMPED TO LESS THAN 0.5 DEG/SEC {C1, C2 PITCH}
BY MES3 + 7.5 SECONDS _	 --_--
MES4 -9.3	 +1.2	 -4.7 +1.6
RATES DA14^^PED TO LESS THAN 0.5 DEG/SEC {C1, C2 PITCH)
BY MES4 +8 SECONDS _	 _r_
VII-5












l.0	 I.I	 I.z	 I.J	 s.a	 t.s	 I.f.	 1.7










].0	 l.L	 1,2	 3,3	 l.^l	 1,.5	 l,6	 l.7






MAIN ENGINE START PERFORMANCE
	 an^„^,wa„
MESS AND M E S 4	 `'""'"r °"°^""31 Oct 75
5^^
'^ ^	 I	 MESS
	 ^
	













+—^['P97P [' 2 TNHVST CHAI®ER PRESSIIH F.




l.S	 l.6	 1.7	 1.N	 1.9	 2,0
TIYE IN SE['UNI15 F'HU 11 :1rU kAIN ENGINE START SIGNAL
J 110
:1Ull





I	 I	 i	 a
CP471' ('2 TFIRUST CIl AIIISER PRESS URF
........^.._ ...... .
	





	 Z,;i	 l,•I	 [.[.	 1,6	 1,7	 1,B	 1,9
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ENGINE INLET CONDITIONS WERE	 a^N^RAL 1t7^fNA1WIC5Comdr prvaien
SATISFACTORY FOR ALL BURNS 	 310ct 75
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MAIN ENGINE PERFORMANCE—	 sio^t75
CP 52P C-1 PUMP LH2 INLET PRESSURE









.. ;^{ •	 . _
M ES^}
0	 + 1	 +2	 -+3














































CP 54P C-2 PUMP EH^ INLET PRESSURE








SECONDS P'R01^I MES SIGNAL
VII-10
2U <	 <	 ^






PL1 ^1 P	 ,+r ^	 `;^::
ST1
Alt1'	 P11I3 STAIt'I'	 '`	 "L'^.









MES4 ENS I NE FUEL PUM P
INLET PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
n r_on i^ ^ nrrnnn t u rwrr ism	 Tn .^





































CP 51P C-1 PUMP L02 INLET PRESSURE
CP 51P C-1 PU1^iP LO.^ INLET	 TC-2
;17ES1
}' ^[-F.
^Jv—^^..r	 I ^^^^^^..-rV^.•. ",,,i'•...._.^ v^^^rr. rte_.. J`f^^-.^
Ai ES3 ^ ^	 ,r^„-
'L^
^^^'.r+.^






(1	 t I	 -#`7	 t 3
SECONUS FROA7 I17ES SIGNAL
VII-1'.'.	 , -
•) 5 1	 t	 1
















31 Oct 75MAIN ENGINE PERFORM.4NCE -
CP 53P C - 2 PUMP L0^ INLEY PRESSURE





















-1	 l3	 i	 '?	 + 3
^^
	







MAIN ENGINE CUT--OFF IMPULSE WAS NEAR NaMINAL	 3IO^t75
i




MECO1 3320 3550 + 200 3250 + 930
hiECO2 3487 3660 :} 100 3250 t 930
MECO3 3363 3540 ^ 100 3250 t 930
MEC04 3360 3440 ^ 100 3250 ^ 930
MECO THRUST TRANSIENT
DISTURBANCES - hIAX
V EIiICLE RESIDUAL RATE
DEG PER SEC
PITCH ^	 YA^V ROLL
MECO1 -0.2^ -0.10 -0. 4(i
MECO2 +0.02 0 -0.80
MECO3 -0.24 F0. 12 -0. ^



































31 Oct 75LH 2 BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE
TURBINE INLET PRESSURE







-- ---	 --	 ^ PRFSTART
.^	 _	 }-


















PRESTART	 __MAIN ENGINE START_
1i 	I 	 j	 t	 ^
__—____..t^ ^.





U	 1U	 20	 3U	 40	 5U
TIIVII': IN SECONDS FROM BOOST PUMP START
VII-15
GENERAL DYNAMICS
LH BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE—
	
^""°"°""uroR
2	 31 Oct 75
SPEED
C P16B LH2 BOOST PU141P SPEED
f- - .
IST BURN	 `^^
--- ^ -	 ^---	 ---;—t






--^-^ PRESTART ---- - - ' - MAIN ENG INE CUTOFF
:-- ^--------- _ _ _-•------- 	 —I-	 -^--
-- -- ^ - -- MAIN ENGINE START -- ---i 	 -
60
40 rn na i riti-i ---...
	
_ _ _
47'II BURN	 -+---}-	 -t
20 -^ ` - -^ -tr_- MAIN ENGINE START-
-- -, - ----i--- -- -- --- -	 -
0
( ► 	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50




31 Oct 75'k'	 LH2 BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE-
^`	 HEAD RISE
^^
CP121I' DP ACROSS LH 2 BOOST PUMP
^^	 ... ^	 PRESTART
i
- --r---- ---	 -	 —
_a___	 ! }_
14'IAIN ENGINE STA]
^	 _^^,_ MAIN ENGINE START _ _ 	 __
PRESTART	 ;	 I	 I	 —^
















U	 ld	 20	 30	 4U	 5d




31 opt 7^L02 BOAST PUMP PERFORMANCE-
TURBINE INLET PRESSURE
^_-.

















PRESTART	 MAIN ENGINE CUTOFF
	
t
__ ...... ___ -_.' 	 __.._	 I	 1
MAIN ENGINE START r-_
'	 ^	 i	 I	 I







PRF.START__^ 1^IAIN ENGINE' START-
	
lUU	 -^ ^ 	-- --	 ^	 ^	 I
4TH BURi^	 ^--
	
5U	 -	 ^ .
0
	
15U	 PRESTTART _ CUTOFF	 _
I aUS'I' 14IEC04	 l0U	 ^	 f— — —
BUU S'I' PU 141 I' 	 _: ___	 _ . _ __ _ ^	 I
-r-- -
EK PE R iM ENT	 S(}	 .. -. -	 -^-- -_.... ---- - -•--- —
U
U	 lU	 20	 3U	 4U	 50
TIME IN S]F:CUNllS l^ RUM BOOST PU141P START
VII-18
__ 1 . .




^:	 —_ _ PR EST.^.RT ^	 t
,`	 I^KF;a^.+.R7	 ....-_--;- yi^L^ E^GL^E Ct"TL)FF;
-{
. ^_-
f^ ^-_•	 .. _.. - _ .....__
J;h^•--. _-_..__ _..___._^----
	
y1AIN ENGIIr E START ^ 	 -
•--_^_.
'I^	 r^/'	 - i
it	 ^ ^
n	 l u	 l(J	 3U	 40	 50









3RD BURN a 50
a





















L02 BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE
HEAD RISE
CP120P I7P ACR055 LO^^ I300S'I' PUMP
A+IAIN ENGINE STA]
----^	 —+--	 -	 -PRESTART-;.	 ^-
i
	




	 -^- ^	 ,,
^^	 -	 = i ^'	 -













MEC04 INITIATION BASED ON VEHICLE WEIGHT	 slo^t7^
^ FOURTH BURN TERMINATED BY DCU CALCULATED TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT
BASED ON SENSED ACCELERATION.
4
• REQUIRED TO ASSURE ADEQUATE PROPELLANTS FOR POST MEC04 BOOST
PUMP EXPERIMENT.
• TECHNIQUE DEMONSTRATED TO BE SATISFACTORY
POST FLIGHT ESTIMATED VEHICLE WEIGHT AT MEC04 OF 6365 LB
WAS 165 LB GREATER THAN TARGETED VALUE OF 6200 LB (REF. -
GDC REPORT 672 -1-75 -017)
- ATTRIBUTED PRIMARILY TO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NOMINAL
THRUST LEVEL USED BY SOFTWARE TO COMPUTE WEIGHT
AND ACTUAL THRUST LEVEL CALCULATED FROM POST- 	 '^
FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF ENGINE DATA.













---- -- - Corrv^ir Dinsan
31 Oct ?5







IV	 PROPELLANTt TANK PRESSUItI`LATION
	
V	 }'ROPELLANT ['ANK TIIERi110DYNA^IICS
	
VI	 COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL
	




IX	 BOOST PUMP POST-I^}ECO PERFORMANCE
	




















^	 ,.	 ..	 ..
G^N^R/^►L DYNAlMIIC^i
Corrv^ir Diviripn
H2O2 CONSUMPTION SUMMARY -ACTUAL VS. PREDICTED s1o^t75























`PREFLIGHT PREDICTION CORRECTED FOR ACTUAL


























H 2 O2 CONSUMPTION DIFFERENCES ARE ATTRIBUTED 	 310ct75








2S ON (180 SEC)
4S ON (40 SEC)
PRE-MES4 SETTLING:
2S ON (300 SEC}
4S ON (119.4 SEC)
TOTAL
^_;-^•_,
G_ E_ N^RAL pYNAMICS
Carver Oivrsio+r
TC- 2 POST HEL IOS EXPERIMENT DATA REVIEW	
310ct75
-^•






IV	 PROPELLANT TANK PRESSURIZATION
	
V	 PROPELLANT 'TANK TIIERA'IODYNAAIICS
	
VI	 COMPONENT HEATING &THERMAL CONTROL
	




IX	 BOOST PUMP POST-I4TEC0 PERFORMANCE
	























POST-MLCU LH2 BOOST PUMP OVFRS PEED -_ ^ ^°m°„a,^^n
31 Oct 75
CP16I3 LH L I3UUST I'tJMP RPA1
^	 ^ AC 32 &lE CO 1










—1O	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40










POST-MECO LH BOOST PUMP TURBINE INLET PRI=SSURE	 ^°""°'^°'"sue'
_	
2	 31 Oct 75


































0	 lU	 2U	 30	 -I U




PAST-M^CO LOZ BODST PUMP OVERSPEED	 - ^	 cw^var^n;^snn
31 Oct 75
CP15B LO,^ UNIT RPMrv0



















U	 lU	 2U	 30	 40




POST-MECO L02 BOOST PUMP TURBINE INLET PRESSURE 31o^t75








^ ^	 150	 ^
-•-	 -t-TC2 MECO 1
R "
	 50	 -	 -r --	 -- -
--	 -	 -
-.	 Y	 ^^

















LJU	 -	 ^	 - -





—10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 -10











4 4 ^ ,444	 ^ ^ , ^^t^
'1 ^,	 ^ ^ !'lY^::'!
	 {^ ► :!dl^ l.11'F.i;i?►'^F`:T 51,040	 55.3Ek^
'fr;.^ 1 10 PEA	 ^,z^{^
'l E:	 it ! '^O PE:^	 ^8, 920
'1 {:	 ;1 % 56, l r0	 33, S80
h r ;	 ;4[; 1 35, 900	 52, 800
l^I;	 ;is^	 l^^rf;'f	 '^lf.r:^r'I, 57, rfi0	 5$, 520
•	 1!I',',Iff';^^ ^^t'' M^ ► % Af,flr^JVAlil.l'; VF;itfit;fs MAY. F;7(1^I^;C,"I'1D TURBI1tiE SPEED Vt'ITH
ft 1^,111f1`ff ► ;.li'I	 fl f ► ^	 F#IIf^1 x f.Y :iY^f'1 hlVf	 (It F: F'.	 s;i){^ 1tF:I'Ult^'	 F:S-S-43)
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^	 MA}(	 1'Itl^;l1ll "1'1;11'I'!1ltI11Nl^: 	 Fll'l^:l?.0 LO2 UNIT'	 LH Z UNIT
w	 A N A I,Y'I') [.A r, M 1;'I'lEOrl 1 60, 000	 6G, 000
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^ START 4S SETTLED THRUST AT MEC04 +200 SECONDS.
START BOOST PUMPS AT MEC04 +280 SECONDS.
ar OPEN PRESTART VALVES AT MEC04 +300 SECONDS.
^, STOP BOOST PUMPS AT MEC04 +305 SECONDS.
END 4S SETTLED THRUST AT MEC04 +306 SECONDS.
PROPELLANT TANK CONDITIONS AT BOOST PUMP START
• LH2 IS SETTLED. L02 IS PARTIALLY SETTLED.
• LIQUID RESIDUALS 302 LB LH2 AND 790 LB LO2.
^ VAPOR INGESTION SHOULD NOT OCCUR DURING EXPERIMENT.
• LH2 IN SUMP IS SATURATED AT TANK PRESSURE
LH2 BULK IS SATURATED AT TANK PRESSURE.
^ L02 IN SUMP IS SATURATED AT TANK PRESSURE
L02 BULK I5 SUBCOOLED BY 2.1 PSID.
• AN UNKNOWN QUANTITY OF VAPOR EXISTS IN THE SUMPS AND BOOST PUMPS






















NO TANK PRESSURIZATION WAS PROVIDED,
• PERFORMANCE APPEARED NORMAL UNTIL• BPS +15 SECONDS, AT WHICH TIME CAVITA-
TION OCCURRED.
e	 ^ CAVITATION WAS REFLECTED IN BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE BY EXHIBITING ALOSS
OF HEAD RISE AT THIS TIME,
^ A SUDDEN DROP IN HEAD PRESSURE AND A CORRESPONDING SUDDEN INCREASE IN PUMP
SPEED OCCURRED JUST BEFORE PRESTART,
• THE BOOST PUMP RECOVERED SHORTLY AFTER PRESTART FLOW WAS INITIATED, 	 -^
THE FOLLOWING EXPLANATION IS GNEN FOR THE OBSERVED BOOST PUMP OPERATION
• DURING BOOST PUMP OPERATION BEARING COOLANT HYDROGEN FLOWED INTO THE
SUMP AS A TWO PHASE MIXTURE.
^ DUE TO THE LOW-G CONDITION (0.003 G'S) VAPOR DID NOT RISE FROM THE SUMP AND
BEGAN TO ACCUMULATE.
^ CAVI'i,ATION OCCURRED AT BPS +15 SECONDS AS A RESULT OF ACCUMULATED VAPOR _
SPILLING INTO BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT.
• CALCULATED VAPOR ACCUMULATION BY BPS +15 SECONDS IS 0.93 FT 3 , MAXIMUM




• BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE WOULD HAVE BEEN NORMAL THROUGH MES HAD PRE-
START OCCURRED AT BPS +11 SECONDS, OR EARLIER, AS WITH THE PREVIOUS
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE,
^	 ''	 ^ FOR FUTURE ML55IONS PRESTART MUST OCCUR NO LATER THAN BPS +15 SECONDS IN
} ORDER TO AVOID CAVITATION.
IX-J
BOOST PUMP EXPERIMENT — L H 2 UNIT	
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Convsir Division
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^MEC04 TO PROPELLANT SETTLING) 	 310ct75
• LIQUID WITHIN THE THRUST BARREL BECAME UNSETTLED AFTER MEC04 DUE TO THE
MOMENTUM OF THE VOLUTE FLOW INTO THE TANK.
^ VOLUTE FLOWRATE = 21.5 GPM = 3.3 LB/SEC.
EXIT AREA =THREE 1/4 INCH DLA. HOLES.
EXIT VELOCITY = 47.7 FT/SEC (PURE LIQUID).
• AT MEC04 +4 SECONDS PUMP CAVITATION OCCURRED. CAVIATION WAS CAUSED BY BOILING
AT MEC04 AND ATWO-PHASE FLUID CONDITION CREATED BY THE VOLUTE FLOW DURING
PUMP SPINDOWN.
• 490 LB L02 CONTAINED ^NITHIN THR;`JST BARREL (67% VAPOR BY VOLUME CON-
TAINED WITHIN THRUST BARREL, )
• VOLUTE FLOW MUNIENTUM DURING 4 SECONDS OF SPINDOWN = 630 LB- SEC '
FLUID AGITATION CREATES TWO PHASE FLUID {fi7%a BY VOLUME) NIOTION OF
1.29 FT/SEC,
^ BY IlVITIATION OF PROPELLANT SETTLING (MEC04 +200} FLUID MOTION HAS DECAYED AND
LIQUID COLLECTS IN THE SUMP.
• LIQUID PUMPING BEGAN AT MEC04 +203, AS EVIDENCED BY A HEAD RLSE OF 27 PSID {MAX).
CAVITATION OCCURRED 8 SECONDS LATER.
• IT IS BELIEVED THAT CAVITATION WAS CAUSED BY THE UNSETTLING INFLUENCE
OF THE VOLUTE FLOW .
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L02 BOOST PUMP PERFORMANCE !EXPERIMENTS
	
si(^ct75
• THE PUMP CAVITATED UNTIL BPS +4.5 SECONDS AND THEN PUMPED LIQUID UNTIL
BPS +9.5 SECONDS.
► A HIGH VAPOR CONCENTRATION WAS PRESENT AT THE PUMP AT BPS.
• CAVITATION AT BPS ^-9.5 SECONDS WAS PROBABLY CAUSED BY THE VOLUTE
FLOW (MOMENTUM INPUT WAS ABOUT 600 LB— FT ).
SEC
• PUMP LOADING AND UNLOADING PERSISTED UNTIL BOOST PUMP CUTOFF +100 SECONDS.
• ROOST PUMP INLET TEMPERATURES INDICATED COOLING AND HEATING TRENDS ^JF
0.5°F {MAX) AND 0.7°F (MAX), RESPECTIVELY.
^ L02 TANK PRESSURE INCREASED BY 0.2 PSID DURING THE EXPERIMENT.
COI^'C LUSiONS
• VOLUTE RETURN FLOW RESPONSIBLE FOR PUMP CAVITATION.
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s THE LH2 BOOST PUMP IS EXPECTED r('O PERFORM SATISFACTORILY FOR ALL RESTARTS.
THE EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATED THAT SATISFACTORY PUMP PERFORMANCE IS POSSI-
BLE WITH NO PREPRESSURIZATION.
L02 TANK
^	 CAVITATION WILL BECOME .AN INCREASING CONCERN FOR THE LATER MAIN EPlGINE
STARTS. POTENTIAL FLUID CONDITIONS WITHIN THE THRUST BARREL ARE GIVEN BELOW:
LH2 P^IA5S PERCENT JP REQUIRED FOR
EVENT LB VAPOR VOL. BUBBLE COLLAPSE, PSID
ME54 1285 13 0.36
ME55 987 33 1.21
MES6 ., !6 40 1.61
MES7 721 51 2.51
TC -2
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COMPONENT HEATTtG &THERMAL CONTROL
MAIN ENGINE SYSTEM
H 2G 2 CONSUMPTION
B^^JST PUMP POST--MECO PERFORMANCE
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Conveir pivision
OVERVIEW OF OTHER SYSTEMS









• GUIDANCE AND CON , ftOL




• RF AND INSTRUMENTATION
• PNEUMATICS SYSTEM
X-2





^QOP^L^.ANT UTIL IZATIOfV 	 s1 °^t'S
DURIlvG THIRD BURN THE PU VALVES WERE KEPT AT NULL BECAUSE
OF THE SI-IORT BURN DURATION OF 11 SECONDS.
DURING FOURTH BURN THE VALVES MOVED TO THE CLOSED LIMIT SOON
:^	 AFTER UNNULLING AND REMAINED AT THIS LIMIT UNTIL MECO. THIS
WAS DUE TO A LARGE FUEL-RICH ERROR AT THE START OF FOURTH
BURN. THE SYSTEM WOULD HAVE REQUIRED AN ADDITIONAL 40 TO 50





FOURTH BURN PROPELLANT RE^ tDUAL	 31o^t7^
TOTAL L02 (LB)	 TOTAL LH2 (LB)
PREDICTED	 ACTUAL	 PREDICTED	 ACTUAL
i25	 791*	 195	 303 t
'^` ACTUAL L02 RESIDi.T AL WAS BASED UPON L02 PU PROBE UNCOVERY TIME
OF MECO-5.02 SECONDS.
fi SINCE LH2 PROBE DID NOT UNCOVER, ACTUAL RESIDUAL WAS CALCULATED
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-^ -^ Conwir pivision
OVERVIEW OF OTHER SYSTEMS
	 31 Oct 75
• PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM
• HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
^ GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM








HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 	 31 Oct 75
.x, ,
^ THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PROVIDED SATISFACTORY C1 AND C2 PRESSURES DURING THE 3RD
AND 4TH BURNS AND DURING PERIODS OF RECIRCULATION PUMP OPERATION.
STEADY STATE HYDRAULIC POWER PACKAGE PRESSURES (PSIA}
RECIRCULATION PUMP ENGINE PUMP
MES3 + 2 SEC
	



















^ THE C2 RECIRCULA'I'ION PUMP WAS ACTNATED 4 TIMES BY THERMOSTAT CONTROL (10 f 6
DGF) NEAR THE END OF THE 3-HR COAST FOR PERIODS OF 28, 5, 6, AND 5 SECONDS. DE-
ACTIVATION (EXPECTED AT 30 t 6 DGF) OCCURRED WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT RISE OF THE
MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE (CH6T}. INVESTIGATION REVEALED THIS TO BE NORMAL BE-




OVERVIEW OF QTHER SYSTEMS
	
310ct75
• PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM
• HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
i • GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM






THE DIGITAL COMPUTER UNIT (DCU) 	 31 Oct 75
HARDWAREISOFTWARE PERFORMANCE WAS SATISFACTORY
• SCU SWITCH COMMANDS WERE GENERATED IN CORRECT SEQU-
ENCE WITH NO INADVERTENT COMMANDS.
• D/A OUTPUT AND A/D INPUT CONVERSIONS WERE PERFORMED
WITHOUT INCIDENT.
• ALL SOFTWARE MODULES PERFORMED SATISFACTORILY.
• PERMANENT MEMORY CHECKSUM VALUE REMAINED CONSTANT.




























• NAVIGA'TION (POSITION AND VELOCITY) PROVIDED CONTINUOUSLY THROUGH ALL COAST AND
POWERED PHASES.
^ CENTAUR ORIENTED TO -R VECTOR (PLUS 1 DEGREE) DURING THIRD COAST AND MAINTAINED
THERE FOR REST OF FLIGHT.
• ALL SIX THERMAL BULLS DURING THIRD COAST PERFORMED AT 28-MINUTE INTERVALS
AS PLANNED,
• BOTH BURNS WERE UNGUIDED WITH:
1. INTEGRAL CONTROL USED AFTER ME53 }7 SECONDS DURING THIRD BURN,
2. INTEGRAL CONTROL PLUS GUIDANCE ATTITUDE VECTOR USED AFTER MES4 +7 SEC-
ONDS DURING FOURTH BURN.
• ALL ENGINE START AND CUTOFF TIMES WERE CLOSE TO NOMINAL, MEC04 WEIGHT CUTOFF
CALCU'LATION5 WERE SATLSFACTORY.
s IMG U, ^V, W ACCELEROMETER BIAS ERRORS DURING COAST BETWEEN 3RD AND 4TH BURNS












.. ^. _.-P-.....	 ... _ _ _... ,._.:.	 .,..,	 ...^^.H..,y.	 .:.,	 ,:	 ,.
THIRD BURN ORBIT FOURTH BURN ORBIT
DIFFER- DIFFER-
PARANiETER PAT^TT* GUIDANCE t ENCE ^ PALTT'K GUIDANCE fi ENCE ^
EPOCH (SEC) 5, 788 5, 792 -^4 16, 636.5 16, 650.0	 + 13.5
PERIGEE ALT (NM) 200.4 208.7 }8.3 851.9 951.8	 + 99.9
APOGEE ALT (NM} 81, 474.2 85, 597.4	 +123.2
SMA (NNI) -34, 760 -34, 699 +61 4, 607 6, 718	 +111
ECC 1.104842 1.105268 +0, 000426 0, 903697 0.905910 +	 0.002213
INCLINATION (DEG) 29.815 29.918 }0.103 29.815 31.764	 1.949





C3 (KM2/SEC 2 ) 6.19 6.20 -0.01 -4.82 -4.61
	 +	 0.21
TRUE ANOMALY 114. 703 114.641 -0.062 151.989 151.066	 -	 0.923
(DEG)
'!` GDC PRELAUNCH ACTUAL LAUNCH TIME TRAJECTORY.
fi TELEMETERED DATA.
$ GUIDANCE MINUS PALTT.
X-12
• THIRD AND FOURTH BURN ORBITAL INCLINATIONS
WERE 0.1 AND 1.95 DEG GREATER THAN PALTT VALTTES.
• NOT A PROBLEM AS GUIDANCE WAS OPEN LOOP AND
PRECISE ORBITS WERE NOT REQUIRED,
G DIFFERENCES ATTRIBUTED T^J OUT-OF-PLANE VELO-
CITIES DUE TO C.G. OFFSETS, THRUST MISALIGNMENTS,
AND GUIDANCE HARDWARE ERRORS (RESOLVER CHAIN
AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS}.










^ THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYS : EM MAINTAINED VEHICLE STABILITY SATLSFACTORILY AT OR
WITHIN THE CONTROL THRESHOLDS THROUGHOUT THE COAST PHASES.
• ALIGNMENT TO -1 R VECTOR STARTED AT MECO2 + 116 SECONDS (MAXIMUM RATE 0.1 DE-
GREES/SECOND) AND WAS MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT THE REMAINDER OF MISSION.
TYPICAL 0-G AVERAGE ATTITUDE CONTROL ENGINE DUTY CYCLES
CONTROL THRESHOLDS
CONTROL AVERAGE DUTY C i^GLES (°10)'x` RATE ATTITUDE
POSITIVE NEGATNEAXIS {DEG/SEC) (DEG} MINON (SFC)
PITCH 0.0$ -O.OS4 1.2 9.6 0.4
YAW 0.08 -0.096 1.2 9.6 0, 4
ROLL 0.036 -0.036 2.25 9.0 0.1
'E` TYPICAL MEASURED DURING 1-HR COAST (2565 TO 3845 AND 4135 TO 5340 SECONDS).
^ f 80-DEGREE THERM^►L MOLL MANEUVERS WERE ACCOMPLISHED SATISFACTORILY EVERY
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r ^k
U.^
?. "^ FFF^ `^
E
`^^	 POV^IERED PHASE AUTOPi LOT
,^ ^
:}
,^ a ® STABILITY V^'AS MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT THE THIRD AND FOURTH BURNS.
,^
^ MAXIMUM ENG]NE DEFLEC'T'IONS WERE 1.3 DEGREES {3RD BURN) AND 1.6 DEGREES {4TH
f, , BURN) DURING THE START TRANSIENTS.
ti 3
r ,;	 ^ STAIi,T TRANSIENT INDUCED RATES LARGER THAN USUAL DUE TO LACK OF PAYLOAD.






TC-2 3RD BURN TC-2 4TH BURN AC-31,32,34,35,36 &TC-2 2ND BURN
CONTROL MAX ATTITUDE MAX RATE MAX ATTITUDE MAX RATE A^TG. MAK RATE
AXIS ERROR (DEG) {DEG/SEC} ERROR {DEG} {DEG/SEC) (DEG/SEC)
PITCH ^-5.2 —8. D^ —5. $ —9.3^ —Q. 83 ^ 8.82
YAVS1 +I.6 +Q.3 +2.'7 +1.2 —0.19 ^ 1.68
ROLL —I.6 —4.2 —^. 5 —4.7 —2. 87 ^ 3.36
F ,
t,: i
^ PREDICTED WORST CASE RATE MAXIMUM = —24.5 DEG/SEC.











	 ® PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM
r:1
^._ .i
`	 ^ HYDRAULIC SYSTEMi_ ,
,- .1
;^ -^	 ^ GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
°3
^:}	 ^ ELECTRICAL SYSTEM





















CE28V BUS 1 VOLTAGE VDC 28, 3 28.3 28.5 28.5 28.8 28.8 29.0 2$a 0 MTN @ LTT^`T^FF
2S. 0 ^ 2 VDC TNFLTGHT
CEGOOV BATT 1 VOLTAGE VDC 28.3 28.3 28.5 28.6 28.9 28.9 28.9
CE609V BATT 2 VOLTAGE VDC 29.0 28.7 28. G 28.6 28.9 29.0 30.0
CEG10V BATT 3 VOLTAGE VDC 28.7 28,4 27.9 29.0 28.3 29.1 29.1 28.{^ lUITN @ LTFT'OFF
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^^	 CURRANT PROM L^ 4C^1.C^ uVA.S CLOSE TO EXPECTED	 s^8oc 
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F ` ®	 GUIDANCE AND CONTROLfT^
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TELEMETRY DATA COVERAGE WAS CONTINUOUS	 310ct75
THROUGHOUT THEE POST--HtL IUS EXPERINIENT FHASE
._	 ^	 _.
MES3
S/C SE P.	 MECO3
10011 '2U(10 :3000 -IOOU 5000 G000 9000 10000 11000 12000 1 i






















TOTAL MEASUREMENTS IlVSTRUMENTED	 569
^^
^^^ PCM	 523
! FM/ FM	 2 3
`^ ^ 24 BTT DCU WORDS	 23
;a
<:^ 99.5% DATA RECOVERY WAS ADEQUATE FOR EVALUATION





















SIGNAL (SEC) MODE* COMMENTS
CAP CANAVERAL/1. 1G 0 375 AB The beacon was traci^ed continuously by one
MERRITT ISLAND/19,18 10 492 AB or more radar stations until loss-of-signal(LOS) at Antigua (762 seconds).
GRAND BAHAMA ISLAND/3.13 69 86 AB
8G 270 OAPFB Following Antigua LOS, no tracking of the
270 272 OAPFS Centaur beacon vtras planned until acquisi-
272 299 AS tion--of-signal (AOS) by the Hawaii radar
299 311 AB (5 ^ 333 seconds}. The preflight RF link an»
311 31G OAPFB alysis had indicated that tracking by fhe
343 365 AB Hawaii radar and subsequently by the Canton
368 513 OAPFB Island radar would be marginal due to the
GRAND TURK/7.18 259 350 AB extreme slant range. The Hawaii station didreport tracking the beacon but experienced
ANTIGUA/91.1$ 407 762 AB difficul^.es and significant loss of data.
HAWAII/FPS--16 5, 333 10, 786 AB The Canton Island station reported receiving
CANTON ISLAND 6,240 6, X00 AB no valid tracking data, as the wrong range
7, 567 7, 800 AI3 interval was being used.
8,220 8,400 AB
8,576 $,636 AB
*MODE OF TRACK:	 AB - AUTOBEACON
r ,	 AS - AUTOSKINi
L	 OAPFB - ON--AXIS POWERED FLIGHT BEACON
,...	 OAPFS - ON-AXIS POWER FLIGHT SKIN
i
^^	 -^ SWITCHED TO TE»M-364-4 BEACON AT 350 SECONDS.
	








4VERVfEW OF OTHER SYSTE^4S	
3^.0^^7^
^+
^ PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM
.J ^ HYDR.AULIC SYSTEM
f7
J s GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
^ ELEC'TRTCAL SYSTEM
"1



















®	 PROPER H^O^ BOTTLE PRESSURES PROVIDED THROUGHOUT FLIGHT.
''^
®	 TANK PRESSURES MAINTAINED WIT^CN EXPECTED LIlVIITS DURING ALL
	 _
WPRESSURIZATION AND VENT PHASES.
r
^4
^	 ENGINE CONTROL PRESSURE WAS MAINTAINED WITHiN PROPER LIMITS
_:r
THROUGH THE FINAL BURN.
I^ 	 ^ ^	 STARTING 48^ SECONDS AFTER MEC04 THE ENGINE CONTROL PRESSURE
^1 ....^..^-














ENGINE CONTROLS REGULATOR ANOMALY
	 31 Oct 75
ANOMALY
Regulator outpat pressure increased from 468 psi to 522 psi. Regulator operaixng limits
are 440 ^ to 475 psi .
MOST LIKELY CAUS E
Small contaminant (25µ thick) trapped between a ball and its seat ti3rithin the regulator,
preventing the ball from seating properly, thus increacsing helium flow.
DISCUSSION
Regulator inlet pressure of 628 psi insufficient to crush contaminant, Inlet spec, is 700





628 PSiA	 {END BLOWDOWN)

































4S ON I'OR H2O2
^DEPLETZON TEST
'I'^IVIE IN 5ECONDS FROM SRM ^GNITYON
X-25
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